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ROOM PAPERS

Experience

FOR THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS.

General

Maine

Invalids,
and,

<ltf

SUITE of two furnished rooms with hoard in
a private family in Portland, for a gentleman,

may22dtf

Second Hand Counters Wanted.
COUPLE of good second hand counters, 12 to
15 feet in

few shelves, for
V7M. H. JEBJR.IS, Oahoon Bloch.
dlw*

length, also

a

Business
IN WANT OF

indispensable.

men

BUSINESS

HORSES
36 HORSES

TO

the first of June, a rent of six rooms to
a family without children, at No. 4 Locust
Street. Gas and Sebago.
mayl8dtf

AFTEK

Lace Bonnets

story brick house, No. 174 Dan forth St.,
in 30 days to
corner of Tate, must be sold
close an estate.
Apply to
JT. P. WENTWORTH,
Farrington Slock, Portland. Hie.
dlw*
may 23

THREE

RIFUS RAND.

House For Sale.

my20

the best, central part of the city. Brick house,
first-class, with all modern inprovements. corner
neighborhood the best, very desirable for Physician or business man.
Apply to W. H. WALDRON, Real Estate Broker, 180 Middle Street.

Caps,

eod2w*

may20

FOR SALE.
2Va story house, No. 281 Spring sfc. Lot 50
by 120 ft. Apply tod. M. CALDWELL, on
may22d2w*
premises.

THE

the

EDUCATIONAL
Oar stoek of Real and Imitation piece Laces and made-npLace

present

complete

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

time.

Given to

private pupil* by the subscriber

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.
492 & 494
roy25

Congress St.

sndtf

Military Hands.

furnished when

Address,

Instruments.
may 19

at very

given on

J.

Brass

Pownal, May 18,1882.

or Conventions, cannot do better than
EXAMINE, APPROVE AND ADOPT DlTSON & CO’S
CHOICE SERIES OF MUSIC BOOKS.
to

taken with

our

truly golden trio
smmng

and Life.
Light
°
36 CENTS.
R. M. McINTOSH.

The Republicans of Gray are requested to meet
House, on Saturday, May 27th, at 7
m. to choose delegates to the State Conbe
holden at Portland, June 13th.
vention to
Per Order Town Committee.
at the Town

Raymond.
The Republicans of Raymond are requested to
meet at the Town House in said Town on Saturday,
the 27th inst., at 5 o’clock p. m.to choose delegates
to attend the State Convention, to be 1 olden at
Also to choose a RePortland, June 13th, 1882.
publican Town Committee.
Per order of Republican Town Committee.

CENTS.

Beacon
Light.
35 CENTS.0

easy to

In the front rank.
Will be received
with a shout by hap: py young singers,
; No better hymns
No better music
can be found anywhere.

sing and of

moderate compass.

dlTUS&w2w

may 18

ELEGANT

TABLELAMPS

In pursuance of a call for a Sepublican State Convention, to be holden at Portland, the 13th day of
June next, the Republicans of Falmouth are re-

With Beautful JPottery
Centres.

to meet at the Town House, on Monday,
the 29th inst., at 6 o’clock P. M., to select delegates
Per order Town Committee.
to attend the same.
Falmouth, May 24, 1882

quested

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

North Yarmoutb.
A Caucus of the Republicans of North Yarmoutb,
at
the Town House, on Saturday,
will be holden
June 3, 1882, at 7 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of
selecting delegates to attend the State Convention,
to be holden at Portland, June 13, 1882.
Per order Town Committee.

&

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

have taken especial care in the selection or the latest home and foreign novelOur
ties for our Retail Department.
stick comprises everything, from the
most elaborate Drawing Room Decorations, to the medium and lower priced
goods for commoner rooms.
HANDING PAPER.-We furnish our
own men, where required, for hanging
all grades of goods, guaranteeing the
best work, a great convenience to the

purchaser.

We cordially invite all interested to
examine our stock and prices.

LOHIM.i, SHORT & HARMON.
UN&FK FALMOUTH HOTEL.
eueodt

may 2

may28

mylO

INTERESTING
to those in want of

*cr

Sale Wholesale and Retail.

C. E. JOSE &

GO.,,

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE C0„
Cor. Union St.. Under Falmouth Hotel.dtf i

S

ot Corn Cans for

mhSOdtf

and Dies for the manutacture
Bale. Enquire of

Bl“ ’BAJI

& MOKBILt.

*

Janl

Lawn

Dressing.

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
is food for
every article of which it is composed
drives earth worms from
grass. It also
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is often so
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable
manures to lawn®, alsa Superphosphates and many
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a long time
before the children can he allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
times.
w-Try it and you will use no other.
Put up in bags of 10, 26, 60 and 100 pounds.
{^“Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney’s. Market Square. W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 4G
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and

Commercial Street.

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
143 &. 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND,

mli20

ten

Fourteen indictments were found by the grand
jury, 11 of which were for violation of the
liquor law.
_

“RULEBS” FOB THE YOUNG.

Joint Meeting of the Maine j Pedagogical
and Penobscot Educational Societies.

Bangoe, May 26.—A joint meeting of the
Maine Pedagogical Society and Penobscot Educational Association, began in City Hall,Ban.
gor, to-day, and will continue through to-morA large number of prominent educators
row.
from various portions of the State, have arrived, and at the opening session at 9.30 o’clock
this forenoon, an earnest and numerous audiProf. Chapman of Bowence had assembled.
doin College, president of the Maine Pedagogical Society, presided at the session. In the
absence of the secretary, Prof. Hall, C. M.
Jordan of

Bangor,

chosen secretary pro

was

tern.

The
of _.the

opening

article was an “historical sketch
Maine State Educational Association,”

by Mr. Thomas Tash, superintendent of schoolB,
Portland. The article was presented in accordance with a vote adopted at the final meeting of the association at Biddeford, and was
one of much interest and value.
The partial report of the society’s committee
on instructions in reading and spelling was
presented by Hon. W. J. Corthell. The committee comprises Mr. Corthell of Gorham Normal School, Mr. Jordan, of Bangor High
School, and Miss Pettingill, of Lewiston public schools.
After discussion of the able report, the

meeting adjourned till afternoon.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

The afternoon session was opened at 2.30
o’clock. The attendance was large and deep
interest was manifested by all present.
A paper, “The office of supervision in the
improvement of our public schools,” was presented by Mr. G. A. Fletcher, superietendent

vision,

and

affirmed

that

good supervision

of

primary

language

closed the

afternoon session.
EVENING SESSION.

At the evening session, remarks wore made
with reference to the proposed Longfellow memorial, by Messrs. Tash, Corthell and others.
A paper was then read by Mr. Morrill, of
the Portland High School, on “Public schools
and their critics,” in which strong grounds
were taken in favor of the present course of

study

in the schools.
The public exercises then closed, and a short
business meeting of the society was held.

NEW YORK.

,

A Heavy Verdict.
New Yoke, May 26.—The jury in the case
of Franklin Horton against Algernon S. Sullivan, public administrator of New York county,
in the Kings county court to-day, returned a
verdict in favor of plaintiff for $21,000. The
plaintiff on the night of the 1st of October,
1876, was robbed of $20,000 worth of diamonds,
jewelry, &c. The property was traced to the
possession of a diamond peddler who died suddenly without a will and the property came
into Sullivan’s hands as p tblic administrator,
who refused to give it up to Horton.

ME.
dtf

instruction in

.

WASHINGTON.
Census Statistics.

Washington, May 26.—The census offices
have issued a bulletin showing by the census

iMPERISHABLE
PERFUME.

■■aanBBB

Murray & Lanman's

RUM. THURSTON,
3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE,

&TRADE MARS

TRADE

Weakness.
Impotency, and all
Seminal

Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Lobs of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age. and many4
other Diseases that

BEFORE TARIMB.—ptr'aVa AFTER TARIFFS.

Premature Grave.
RSp^FulI particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
sendfree by mail to every one. t ir The Specific Medicine is
fiold by all druggists at |1 per package, or six packages for $5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
THE

GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

ffgff*»8old in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congress St.,
If Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

KDJXXouna

MfSMly*

TT&S6mnr

apll

HMMMIKMM.

addressing

and HANDKERCHIEF.

clioioa stock of flrstHjlaes

manner.

fsr'Hvw pit ESSES

days’

session. There was
one verdict in a criminal oase, and nine in
civil cases. One hundred and sixty-five cases
were disposed
of, including 21 decrees of divorce, and about 190 actions were entered.
a

subject

Decker Bros’ Pianos,

designs which we are now
showing in onr “Up Stairs” room.
S ampiog executed in the very

Corn Packers !

gor, who holds a similar commission.
York County S. J. Court.
Ai.fb.ed, May 26.—The May term of the S.
J. Court, Judge Virgin presiding, has just

We offer at COST for the liEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare oppor- j
tunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
committee comprising Mr. Tash of Portland,
and examine our goods before buying Prof. Chapman of Bowdoin College, and Miss
elsewhere.
Starrill of Belfast. A discussion of the

Best for TOILET. BATH

new

Moore & Co.
Owen,
ap-8___iL.

of J. H. Plaisted of Waterville, whose term
has expired. The Governor has refused to accept the resignation of N. S. Harlow, of Ban-

with poor teachers is more effective than good
teachers with poor supervision.
A discussion followed, in which Mr. Tash of
Portland, Mr. Jordan of Bangor, and Mr. Corthell of Gorham, took part.
Miss Starrill, of the Belfast public schools,
then read a partial report of the society' committee on instruction in the languages, the

FLORIDA WATER.

Art Needle Work.

best

A. G. Schlotterbeck Appointed Commissioner of Pharmacy.
Augusta, May 26.—Gov. Plaisted has appointed Augustus George Schlotterbeck of
Portland, Commissioner of Pharmacy, in place

In order to reduce our Stock to make
room for Goods of our own manufacture.

CALL and SEE

Aijo a

on

MEMORIAL, DAY.
Headquarters Bosworth Post No. 2. G. A. R.
Portland, May 25tb, 1882.
General Order No. 2.
Comrades are hereby ordered to assemble at G.
A. R. Hall, Tuesday, May 30th, at 8 o’clock A. M.
tor

the purpose of

decorating the

graves of

our

late

comrades, in Western, Eastern, Forest City and
Calvary Cemeteries. Also at 1 o’clock P. M. sharp,
for the purpose of decorating the graves at Evergreen Cemetery.
II. —All honorably discharged Soldiers and Sailors
of the late Rebellion are cordially invited to meet
with us and take part in the exercises of the day.
not provided with uniforms
III. —Comrades
are requested to report at these headquarters in
dark clothes, black felt hats and white gloves.
By order of
GEO. H. ABBOTT, Commander.
(OFFICIAL)
E. C. Millikfn, Adjutant.
may25d5t

of 1880 the number of persons in the United
Stales is 50,155,783; area in square miles, 2,900,170; number of families, 9,945,916; number of dwellings, 8,955,812.
The Tariff Commission.
gMembers of the tariff commission so far as
agreed upon at the Cabinet meeting to-day,
are John L. Hayes of Massachusetts, Henry
A. Oliver of Pennsylvania, A. M. Garland of
Illinois, Robert P. Porter of the District of
Columbia, Alexander Mitchell of Wisconsin,
John S. Phelps of Missouri, and James Chestnut. Jr., of South Carolina.
The list will
probably be completed by the selection of Wm.
A. Wheeler of New York,—who, if nominated,
will be chairman of the commission,—and J.
A. Ambler of Ohio.
The names of the commissioners will be sent to the Senate the early
part of next week.
Miscellaneous.
Subpumas have been served upon seven gentlemen to appear Monday next and testify before the select committee appointed by the
to
Senate
enquire whether any money
been
had
raised
or
expended by persons in interest to promote or defeat the passage of the bonded spirits bill.
The funeral of Gen. George D. Ramsay took
place from St. John’s Church this afternoon.
The remains were escorted to Oak Hill Ceme-

tery, Georgetown.
A GOOD

YARN,

Report of Suicide of the Murderer of
Lord Cavendish.

Philadelphia, May 26.—When the steamship British King arrived in port Monday a
statement was made that an English steorage
passenger evidently demented had jumpod
overboard on the voyage and was lost. Patrick
Fey of County Sligo, Ireland, who was also
'■ one of the steorage passengers
reported to the
| British consul this afternoon he heard the
man say as he leaped
into the sea, "I’m the
THEBE IS NOTHING TO COMPARE WITH
man who killed Lord
Cavendish.” Foy is
positive as to the suicide’s words and says he
was standing close to him when
bo uttered
them.
NO SOAP IS REQUIRED, AND THE WORK IS

For House
James

DONE

IN

GROCERS,
LOOK FOR

ap25

Cleaning

Pyle’s Pearline.

HALF THE TIME. SOLD BY ALL
BUT BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
THE NAME OF JAMES PYLE.

eodlmlttpunu

_

The entire Readjuster ticket was elected at
the municipal election Thursday in Petersburg,
Va., including two colored justices of the peace
and two colored councilmen.

Saturday.

The New York Boiler Makers.
New York, May 26,—The boiler makers’
striko continues. It was stated that the union
had been apprised that the men taken back to
work at the increased rates of the Delameter
Iron Works would be discharged as soon as the
work on the steamer Continental was finished.
A committee of strikers visited the men at
work there and requested them |to quit work,
which they immediately did.

It was found that the pin had become dislodged
and entered the child’s windpipe, stopping the
passage of air to the lungs.

8IHITS and SHOES.

dtf

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

meeting

men.

apple pie, the child was taken with a violent
conghing fit, and almost immediately expired.

of schools, Augasta.
The speaker earnestly
advocated the importance of efficient super-

THE

gep29

Every lady interested in Art
Needle Work, should examine the

son of Charles H. and GeorgieJLeeman, of
Oak street, swallowed a safety-pin, it was supposed. The pin did not descend into the
child’s stomach, but lodged in some of the organs abont.the root of the tongue, where it
remained.
To-day, while eating a piece of

I English

jl

The Present Course of Action to be

The Cleveland Iron Workers.
Cleveland, O., May 26.—The Forest City
Works and the Union Iron Works, both of
which have been controlled by unions for years
have informed their workmen of their intention not to sign a scale which will be presented on June 1st. Together they employ 7000

fant

dtf

Fitted complete with the

oclO

we

Street,

These goods may also be found at W. C. MAWVGK
fO.’S, 9 Preble Street. OIK©ROE
4b
BROTHER’S.
dfc
BLANCHARD
Union Street, and A. A. OTLITFHEIjIj dk
t3©.’8, corner High and Commercial Streets.

var-

y

Son,

eCectually

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Falmoulh.

We are now showing the largest
iety of these goods ever offered in this
city. While our facilities enable us to
secure goods at the most favorable price,

uospei

SCHOOL TEACHERS WILL KOT FAIL, IU USF
Song Bells (60c ts.) for Common Schools, or Welcom
Chorus (SI) for High Schools.
LOVERS OF GOSPEL MUSIC WILL LIKE
MALE VOICE CHOIR (50cts.), by Emerson, as it has a capital set of tunes and hymns,

Scarborough.

Spring Opening.

witn

Belknap

&

|

TENNEY & HOFFMAN.

The Republicans of Scarborough, are requested to
meet at the Town House, on Saturday. May 27tb,
1882, »t 0 o’clock p. m. to choose del9gates to attend the State Convention at Portland, June 13th,
Per order Republican Town Committee.
1882.

FIFE 1MGIK

Sunday

childhood.

Victory.

Banner of

of

Light. Keplote with
the Life of Joyous

A nBEY & HUNGER.

o’clock p.

/

SCHOOL TEACHERS cannot help

SUNDAY

being

School singerB.

36

Gray.

Manufactured by

3^ Brown Street, Portland, Me.
d3w*

Pownal.
The Republicans of Pownal are requested to meet
in
Town
at the
House, said town, on Saturday, the
twenty-8eventh day of May inst., at four o’clook in
the afternoon, to choose delegates to the State Convention. to be held at Portland, on the thirteenth
day of June next. Per order Town Commmitte,

Cumberland

frow'th

fJOEE,

CAUCUS.

The Republicans of Cumberland, are requested to
meet at the Town House, on Saturday. May 27,
1882, at 6V2 o’clock, p. m., to choose delegates to
attend the State Convention, at Portland, June 13.
Per order

it wood for all we claim for it. No one need
fear to apply it to the most tender plant. Use a
small quantity and Increase as the Plant
matures.
This compositisn gives the plants a luxurious
and a dark rich green color, which no other
>od gives them; it also gives ihe flower of the
plants a brighter, richer and more beautiful color.
It has no equal for Plants in the house or garden,
and what is of the most importance to the Ladies,
is its easv application, and it has positively no offensive odor. Try it and you will be well pleased
with it. Directions with each Box.

PORTUANB, ME.

~j.cor.Br
Also,

The Republicans of Deering are requested to meet
at their town house on Saturday, May 27th, at 5
o’clock P. M., to choose delegates to the State Convention to ue holdenat Portland June 13th.
TOWN COMM ITTEE.
Per order

a
nounces

142 & 144 Commercial

dtl

desired,
reasonable rates, and carefully selected.
INSTRUMENTS
ail kinds of
Private Lessons

Peering.

compound has been thoroughly analyzed by
competenl Professor of Chemistry, who pro-

This

14JS Pearl Street.
Jan24

Teacher of

dtf

PLANT FOOD.

C. W.

COLCORD,

J. W.
V

Also Teams from 2400 to 2500.
Fifteen of these Horses are from
lOOO to 1100. They are adapted
to general business, and among
them are many good drivers.
Any one wishing a good Horse
as there are
should call early
many good bargains among them.

lot,

FOR INFANTS’ WEAR.

than at the

BUACKS,
1 PAIR BUACKS,
1 PAIR BAYS,

IN

-AND-

3200
3140
2925
2860

1 PAIR CHESTNUTS,
1 PAIR

ESTATE.

FORJSALE.

We are now showing a choice
line of the above goods consisting
of Ficlins, Handkerchiefs, Collars,
&c.
Also, a fine line of

Street,

This morning. Among them are
several Heavy Norman Teams.

Chambers To Let,

Pittsburg, Pa., May 2G.--At a meeting of
iron manufacturers, yesterday, it was uanimously decided to resist all the demands of the
Amalgamated Associations for an increase in
wages'. As all the manufacturers are firm in
their determination|not to pay the advance,
the 50,000 workmen in the Western Iron Mills
will go out on a strike June 1st.
The meeting ratified the arrangement made
that Cincinnati manufacturers shall pay the
same rate as Pittburg now does, $5-50 for puddling, until the strike in Pittsburg is ended.
The Amalgamated Association will hold another

Richmond, May 26.—Harvey O. Smith, aged
seven years, son of Alden Smith, was drowned yesterday afternoon, in Umberland Brook,
three miles from this village.
Augusta, May 26.—Some days ago the in-

closed, after

Arrived at my Stable,

81 Franklin

TO LET.

REAL

TS&Tlynrm

my4

Farmer Wanted.
Wtfe must be a
CARRY on a small farm.
good butter maker. Address A. B., box 1983.
dtf
18
mar

Fancy Neckwear!

London, May 26.—In the Commons this afternoon Sir Wilfred Lawson, Radical, protesting against a Liberal government upholding the integrity of the Ottoman empire and
asking a pledge that force shall not be employed in Egypt, Gladstone stated it was impossible to give such a pledge bat there is
nothing at present that makes it likely that

HON. T. B. REED DELIVERS A TELLING

XLVIIth

_d2m

ap24

Sad Fate of Two Little Children.

everyone should

a

Can do better In the West than In any
other Section ol the Country.
Rare Opportunities !—Few as Good, None Better I
75 rapidly growing Towns (most productive rethe
gious of Minnesota, Dakota, and Iowa) along
recently constructed lines of the Chicago & North
Western Railway, offer unequaled inducements
to pushing business men of limited ciy>itaL For
particulars address CHAN. E. NIMMONN,
Land Commissioner C. & N. W. R’y Co., Chicago.

sndtf

in

Epicures,
fact,

ed by inventive skill from the
nutritious Irish Sea Moss, and
is, without exception, the best
Invalids’Food and most useful
basis for light wholesome food
and desserts now in existence.
For puddings, jellies, creams,
blauc manges and other table
delicacies, the Sea Moss Farine
excels everything known, and
in the sick room it is simply

Wanted.

A

Enthusiastic Caucus of Republican
Members Held Last Night.

WESTERN
IN
OPERATIVES
MILLS WILL STOP WORK JUNE 1st.

50,000

TERRIBLE DEATHS.

understand the valno of that
delicious food source—SEA
MOSS FAMINE. It is produc-

Hospital.

to 11 a. m.

may25

Exchange Street.

never more

For New England,
Warmer, fair weather, followed hy increasing
and
cloudiness,
possibly by local rains; southerly winds, stationary or lower pressure.

MAINE.

Male Nurse Wanted

HALL L. DAVIS

was

m.

BY TELEGRAPH.

A few smart, ingenious machinists
and wood workmen, who can work close
enough to make patterns under instruction. No botchers, but natural mechanics wanted. Address MANUFACTURER,
Pres Office.
dlw
may25

mav22

IN THE CITY.

Goods

2 p.

m. to

mylO

AdGood references given.
wife and one child.
dress at once, stating location and terms, P. O. Box

Stock

Muslin

9n.

d3m

WANTED.

store.

may 10

Dr. Greene.
1

2

2740, Boston, Mass.

U. 53

Formerly occupied by

MEN as salesman also 2 to make collections in
References and security
the State of Maine.
required. Address for particulars A. H. 73 Hanover Street, Room 3, Boston.
may20d3t

A

LARGEST

Retail

|

dtf

may 2 6

Apply from 9

THE

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal
/
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 27, 1 A. M. J

Cor. of High and Pleasant Sts.,
Office Hours from

Iron

HOURS.

leased the House and Office

Wanted.
A N experienced girl to do general housework.
No. 67 Quebec Street,
XV References required.

At the

FOREIGN.

men came through from Portland were greatly
The Eastern
admired at the depot yesterday.
road has fifty cars of the same style, twentyA considnine of which are new this season.
erable part of the mountain and Maine travel
from this section is over the Eastern road’s

Proceedings In the Commons.

Manufacturers Will Resist
All Demands for an Increase.

INDICATIONS

Wanted.

sneodtf

—

in light and profitable manufacturing business
GENTLEMAN
branch in Portland.
about to start

Street,

Gloves cleaned every day at 10 cents per pai

Has

$300. to take half interest

igation

ex-

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid

with

METEOROLOGICAL.
FOB THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR

DR. L. J. CROOKER

A good income guaranteed. Investnot necessary.
solicited and references exchanged.
Address for particulars A. H. 73 Hauover Street,
Room 3, Boston.
may26d3t

trifling

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

Gentlemen

_W
WANTED.

MACKE Y-DIBBLE.

STRIKERS.

THE

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 27.

1

Congress-lst

Session.

SENA

Washington, May 26.

Mr. Bayard reported from the finance committee a modification of the measure refceutly
reported by him as a substitute for the House
bonded spirits bill. He said the amended hill
modifications which
now reported contained
had been prepared in aonjuction with the
to bonds to be
relating
Treasury department'
given for the extended warehousing period
and providing warehousing regulations as to
spirits made from grapes, apples and peaches.
Ordered printed as a substitute for the House
bill.
An order was made for adjournment from
to-day until Monday.
A message was received from the President,
transmitting a letter from the Secretary of
State .concerning the awards made against
Venezuela by the mixed commission. Ordered
printed. It is a copy of the message laid before the House yesterday.
Mr. Butler said that immediately after the
disposal of the Japanese indemnity bill he
would urge action upon the bill for a territorial government for southeastern Alaska. As
showing the urgency of prompt action he had
read sundry communications showing lawlessness among the miners in that section.
The committee on territories propose to move
a substitute for the Senate and House bills on
this subject.
The Senate bill to reimburse the Creek orphan fund was further considered. The bill
went over without action upon expiration of
the morning hour.
The Senate bill providing for the removal
of obstructions to the free navigation of navigable waters in the United States was passed.
The consideration of the Japanese indemnity
fund bill was then resumed.
Mr. Jones continued the argument in opposition.
Mr. Morgan favored the bill.
Mr. Jones offered a resolution authorizing
the President to ask the po-operation of Great
Britain, France and the Netherlands in making full restitution to Japan, but without action the Senate adjourned to Monday.
HOUSE.
Mr. Calkins of Indiana called up the contested election case of Mackey vs. Dibble,
against which Mr. Blackburn, of Kentucky,
raised the question of consideration.
Dilatory motions were submitted by Messrs.
Converse of Ohio, Carlisle of Kentucky, and
Randall of Pennsylvania, and the House proceeded to vote on adjourning until Tuesday
next, yeas 2, nays 138—no quorum, and a call
of the House was ordered.
The call having disclosed the presence of
more than a quorum, further proceedings were
dispensed with and the question recurring on
the motion to adjourn until Tuesday it was
lost, yeas 4, nays 143.
On this question Mr. Hooker of Mississippi
voted, stated that he was paired with Mr
Errett of Pennsylvania, who was
injured
this morning with the understanding that ho
should cast his vote when it was required to
make a quorum.
Mr. Blackburn moved to ’adjourn, and the
yeas and nays were ordered, but before the roll
was called Mr. Hatch asked to be excused from
voting, without giving any reason- A 6cene
of confusion ensued, in which Messrs. Calkins,
Haskell, Randall, Blackburn and Belford took

part.
A lie
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ask to be excused from voting on a motion 'to
adjourn, and Mr. Blackburn appealed from
the decision, but the speaker was sustained by

large majority.
Then the monotony proceedings was broken
by Mr. Moore,who,rising to a’parliamentary enquiry, said as it was one ot importance he had
reduced it to writing, and would ask it to be
a

read at the clerk’s desk.
To this|Messrs. Randall and Kenna objected,
and Mr. Moore proceeded to read it himself “I
respectfully inquire,” began Mr. Moore,
“whether a minority of this house, most of
whom were lately in rebellion against the government”—Here he was interrupted with
shouts of “Order,” from the Democratic side,
and the remainder of his inquiry was drowned
in the uproar. It was, however, to the effect
whether such minority, to which the unexampled generosity of the government had accorded every privilege of citizenship, had the right
to block the wheels of legislation because men
of the Democratic party were occupying seats
by methods which the majority decided to in-

SPEECH.

Maintained.

Washington, May 20.—Immediately after
the adjournment of the House to-day a largely
attended caucus of the Republican members
was held.
The situation in the House was
discussed and the prevailing sentiment was in
favor of strict adherence to the present policy.
Messrs. Hubbell and Haskell were the only
speakers who expressed conservative views.
Members of the elections committee explained
minutely the detai's of the Mackey-Dibble
election case and claimed that the charges of
fraud had been thoroughly investigated by the
committee and that the report of the majority
was fully justified by the
facts in the case.
Representative Reed, chairman of the judiciit
was perfectly evident
ary committee, said
from the full and ample explanations made by
uio cicuuuua cuuiuiitico

an
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could not be made a party to the contest, had
consented to the form and substance of the affidavit, and that the committee based their reports upon the majorties admitted by the
Democratic election managers themselves.
He proceeded to argue that the only appeal
from the decision of the committee was to the
House; that the House could not properly decide upon any course of action without a full
decision; that to act on the asseverations of a
disappointed and guilty litigant without discussion would be an insult to a committee
whose fairness even Messrs. Blackburn and
Carlisle had to-day been forced to admit in the
House. There was only one course to pursue
and that was to discuss the matter before the
world and prove to everybody the baselessness of this last resort of procrastinating guilt.
"Let us,” he continued,” make this fair and
open proposition: to discuss and in the face of
the country vote on the question of recommittal. If the minority refuse such a proposition
and persist in their attempt to subvert the constitution by trying to vest in the governors of
States the power lodged in the house of deciding who are its members, we must invoke the
power of the constitution and ride over their
factiousjand partisan obstruction.
Short speeches were made by a number of
representatives, all enthusiastically counselling
continuation of the struggle.
Mr. Reed then offered the following preamble and resolution for presentation in the
House to-morrow which were unanimously
adopted. “A proposition having been submitted
to the House by Mr. Blackburn on behalf of the
minority, the majority submit the following:
Whereas, We are entirely satisfied that the
allegation made by Samuel Dibble as to
foraery and falsified evidence has been fully,
fairly aud exhaustively considered by the committee on elections, and arguments thereon
have been fully beard; and
Whereas, Their cause now comes up for considbratiou in the House and there has been no
discussion whatever in the House thereon, and
as the House cannot vote intelligently with no
guide except mere allegations on ono side on
any proposition to refer to a new committee a
question which has already been considered by
the appropriate committee but must have the
benefit of a lull and free discussion in order to
enable that House to decide the question understandingly; therefore we submit the fol-

lowing pronosition:

Resolved, That the House immediately proceed to the consideration of the Mackey-Dib-

ble case and after six hourss discussion the
House shall vote on the question of recommittal by a yea and nay vote, and if the House
shall decide this in the negative it shall thereupon continue to consider the case until it be
finished with dilatory motions.
The caucus then adjourned.

THE

STAR

ROUTES.

Arraignment of

the
Defendants—One
Gives Bail in $1,000.
Washington, May 26.—In anticipation of
the arraignmert 01 the defendants in the Star
route cases the criminal court rooom was well
filled this morning.
Harvey M. Vaile gave bail in 31000 for his
attendance.
Mr. Chandler before the regular proceedings were begun filed a motion to quash all the
indictments upon the ground that the new indictments covered the same matter.
The defendants were then called and responded, with the exception of Mr. Beck.
Mr. Carpenter said that Mr. Beck had been
dead many months, but Mr. Merrick replied
that he had had no knowledge of it and added
that one of the defendants who had been represented as dead was now in court.
Mr. Wilson, of the counsel for| the defense,
asked for a delay until to-morow, explaining
that Patten was ill and should pass iupon papets they proposed to put in before them.
Attorney General Brewster made an explanation of the government’s position in these
cases.
He said that as far as Wilson’s request
for delay of one day was concerned, he should
not object, provided it accorded with the convenience of the court, but he wished to urge
upon the court the desirability of speedy trial
in these cases.
After some debate the case went over until
to-morrow morning at 10 o’clock.
The clerk of the Supreme Court of this district received this morning from Marshal
Knox of New York a returnjof a subpoena served on John Alvalsh. He is directed to appear
before the grand jury May 25th *in connection
with an investigation into charges preferred
against Thomas Brady and others, and bring
with him all letters, and bookB relating to the
mail service of the United States since July
1878.
__

vestigate.

Randall (indignantly) “We are citizens of a
country and have as much right here
gentleman from Tennessee.”
Mr. Marsh, (excitedly)—Has the gentleman
a right to answer that parliamentary inquiry?
Mr. Randall—It was no parliamentary inquiry .||It was an asperison on certain members
of this house on an account of their past conduct.
Mr. Marsh—What right ha3 the gentleman

uiau

allegations of fraud had been fairly tried before the elections committee with.patience and
ii had decided after an abundant hearing that
Dibble himself, after demurring to the jurisdiction of the committee and claiming he

THE DOMINION.

common
as the

to assume to answer a
addressed to the chair?

parliamentary question

Mr. Randall—I have asserted nothing except
the functions of a man, and that I will do in
the face of this House as often as 1 see fit.
When quiet had been obtained the Speaker
stated that neither the gentleman from Illinois
nor the gentleman from Pennsylvania was in
order. The Speaker said he allowed members
to indulge in some merriment whenever it did
not destroy the dignity of the House, but
members must not violate rules wilfully and
bring the house into disgrace. The chair felt
bound to state that without Ireference to any
individual (applause on the Democratic side.)
After some further debate the matter went
over and several roll calls followed jupon dilatory motions.
At 3.50 Mr. Blackburn rose and offered a
resolution providing for a special committee of
five members to inquire into authenticity and
integrity of all affidavits, returns and evidence
produced in the case of Mackey vs. O’Connor,
and to inquire into all destructions or mutilations of original votes of the same, and by
whom such alterations etc. were made.
This proposition occasioned great opposition
from the Republicans, who objected to any
compromise or action that would reflect upon
the committee on elections. A scene of disorder followed, many members rising to speak
and being ruled out of order by the Speaker.
Several dilatory motions followed, and finally
at 4.15 the House adjourned ti 11 to-morrow.

IMPORTANT SUIT.
Decision of the Vermont Court in the
Scott vs. Henry Patchen et al. Case.
Benhington, Vt., May 26.—A Supreme
Court decision by Judge Ross in the case of
Edward H. Scott vs. Henry Patchen and others is regarded as effecting more interests than
ordinary law suits. It appears that Lyman
Patchen, grandfather of the orator, died some
twenty-five years ago, leaving an estate valued
at about $50,000.
By his will this property
after several
was devisod to Henry Patchen
legacies were paid. Henry Patchen has been
in possession since but has not paid all the legacies noted in said will, hence this suit of ono
legatee to recover. Meantime sales have been
made of this real estate as if no encumbrances
existed. By the term of the court’s decision
the real estate formerly owned by Lyman
Patchen is liolden for the unpaid legacy to
Scott amounting to about $5000 and the present owners are to pay in inverse order of possession. There were nearly twenty defendants named in this suit and among them is the
Roman Catholic bishop of this diocese. Their
Other
cemetery is part of said real estate.
suits will be instituted.

The Nova Scotia Ministry.
Halifax, May 26.—The Cabinet has been
reconstructed owing to the resignation of Mr.
Holmes, premier, appointed prothonotary of
the county of Halifax. He is sm ceeded by
Hon. S. D. Thompson, attorney general, who
retains that office, Adam C. Bell of Pictou becoming provincial secretary and Hon. S. Creelworks and
man becoming -commissioner of
mines. Creelman leaves for England today to
a
Nova
with
Scotia
complete final arrangements

syndicate.
Horrible Murder at Montreal.

Montreal, May 26.—A Swedish emigrant

named Jacobs >n was arrested at the California
Hotel last night, while leaving with the money
and effects of another emigrant named Olofsou,
whom he had murdered by breaking his skull
with a beer bottle, cutting his throat and inflicting a half dozen stab wounds on his body.

THE BAPTISTS.
in
Anniversary
New York.
New York, May 26— The jubilee meeting
and celebration of the 50th anniversary of the
American Baptist Home Missionary Society
The exercises
was continued here to-day.
consisted of a review of society’s work the past
of ConnectiIi.
Potter
A.
Rev.
half century.
cut announced the convention would be held
Addresses were
at Saratoga in May, 1883.
made on the work of the society by several deafter
which
representatives of different
legates,
nationalities and people spoke of the work
done among the foreign speaking population.
The

Semi-Centennial

Jennie Cramer’s Murder.
New Haven, May 26.—In the Malley case
to-day Mr. Oliver, bookkeeper at the Brandhotel, testified to Walter and
ford Point
Blanche being at the hotol as late a3 9.30 p. m.
Friday, Aug. 5th.
Coroner Ballman testified he had a cabinet
size photograph of Jennie Cramer, used at the
preliminary examination for the purpose of
identification. It was examined by judge and

jury.

Lamon C. Hull testified to seeing Blanche
and Walter in a buggy at 6.45 p. m., Friday,
August 5th, in front of the Elliott House and
seeing them drive off in the direction of
Brand ford.
Further testimony was elicited from two or
three witnesses without developing anything
important and shortly before 3 o’clock the
court adjourned until Wednesday merning.

MINOR TELEGRAMS).
John Woods, the English thief who relieved
the messenger of the Mechanics National bank
of New York city of $50,000, pleaded guilty
yesterday and was sentenced to States Prison
for four and a half years.
Secretary Lincoln has approved the recommendation that Lieut. Flipper’s sentence be

mitigated.
Ralph Waldo Emerson’s Will.
Boston, May 26.—The will of Ralph Waldo
Emerson makes no public bequests, but gives

the properly to his children and his wife.
James Eliot Cabot is appointed exocutor, to
act in co-operation witli the Emerson children.
E. W. Emerson and William H. Forbes are appointed executors of the will.
Northwest Crop Reports.
Chicago, May 26.—Crop reports from the
northwest are generally very favorable. Chinch
bugs and army worms have made their appearance in some sections but little damage is
reported from their presence and the prospect
of good harvests seems encouraging.

While alighting from a coach in Washington
Hon. Russell Errett of Pennsylvania
fell, cutting his face badly on the granite steps.
The President will not act upon the case of
Sergeant Mason until after his return from
New York.
Col. Charles H. Reed, counsel for Guiteau,
arrived in Bostou yesterday for the purpose of
consulting with emiuent lawyers there on the
Anal steps which he proposes to take to save
his client from execution.
The funeral of the late Moses Taylor took
place at his residence in New York yesterday,
and was attended by a large numberof wealthy
and prominent citizens. Rev. Dr. Hall conducted the services, and the remains were laid

yesterday

in Greenwood cemetery.

force will be necessary.
Mr. Trevelyan stated the cases of the imprisoned suspects were continually under consideration, nearly seventy having been reHe said
leased during the past fortnight.
Huts
the evicted numbered 215 families.
but
intimishelter
their
for
could be erected
House
dation would be sternly repressed.
then adjourned.
The Queen’s Would-Be Assassin.
Albert Young, recently arrested for writing
the letter to Gen. Sir Henry Ponsonby, private
secretary to the Queen, threatening the life of
Her Majesty, has been sentenced to ten years’
penal servitude.
The Crisis In Egypt.
It is reported the government received a
telegram this afternoon stating that Arabi Bey
is finally resolved not to submit.

THE RETURN.

ARRIVAL IN

PORTLAND OP THE EX-

__

A Backward Season.
blossoms appeared May 25th this
year, which is thirteen days later than last
year, and five days later than the average. In
1880 they came May 10th; in 1879, May 13th;
in 1878, May 2d; in 1877, May 13th; in 1876,
May 20th; in 1875, May 23d; in 1874, May20th;

Cherry

in 1873, May 25th.
is May 31st.

etch ot Yesterday’s Festivities.

The latest date

on

reoord

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
lFor additional Market Reports
Portland

see Fourth page.]
Daily W holesale market.

Port laud. May 26.
quite active to-day in all the leading departments,and prices are well sustained here,except
for Corn, which has declined again. The Western

Trade

was

markets lor

Wheat, Corn, Oats, Pork and Lard are
been a sharp decline in
cash and May Corn of 3g3Afcc, and for late months
rates have dropped % to 1% c. At Chicago to-day
Hogs were weak and 6@10c lower, hut for Cattle
the market was excited and prices boomed up 25 to
50c; exports are quoted at 8 50@9 00, good to
choice shipping at 7 25 j$8 30 ana common to fair
7 00@7 60; grass Texans strong; medium to good at
off.

6

CURSIONISTS.

A S

line."

At New York there has

60@6

(JO.

The following are lo-dey'a quotations of
Gram, Provisions. Ac.
Oraia,
Flour.
Superfine.4 75.'*26 60 I H. M. old Corn,
ear lots
E<tra Spring..6 75®# 25
60 New Corn,
X£ Spring....7

Flour,

@89

00^7

The west her

yesterday

was

all that coaid be

desired.
Hartford with its beautiful site, its
broad streets and its picturesque and costly
residence; the majestic river sweeping on to
meet the 'sea; the fertile valley adorned with
trees already rich with foliage called forth the
warmest expressions of admiration from the
visitors. Yesterday forenoon the visitors were
taken in carriages to the principal places in
Hartford and vicinity, and were shown various
places of interest. Among the places visited
was Colt's machine
The Hartford
works.
Club, composed of the most wealthy and

prominent citizens of the city, opened its
doors and royally entertained the Artillery and
invited guests. The entire house, a magnificent residence, was thrown open and a handChandler’s Band dissome collation served.
coursed some choice selections under the trees
on the groan is around the club
house during
the entertainment.
The Portland party feel
particularly honored by this mark of courtesy
as the Hartford club has never before since its
formation entertained military visitors.
In the afternoon there was a grand parade
of tha Foot Guard and their guests through
The public buildings
the principal streets.
and many private residence along the route
with
and
were
decorated
hunting
with spectators1
gentlemanly appearance and military
bearing of the Artillery was the subject of frequent and favorable comment. The procesthe

streets

were

lined

oar lots,
Patent Spring
@88
WUoatf.8 75®9 60 i Oats,
65
! Sacked Bran
00®28 00
Michigan WinMills..
30 00
ter best.7 0037 25
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
1
lots
32
00
a»s
Michigan....6 75@700
93
St. Louis Win88
7 25@7 50
ter fair
65
Winter good. .7 50 &7 75
...

76(^8

00
Winter best.. .7
Produce.
Sweet potatoesb 2 5® 5 60

City

Hall by
Mayor Bulkeley, Mayor Libby and many distinguished military men. After the parade
there was given an exhibition of the propeller
fire steam engines.
The Artillery was escorted to the depot by
the Guards, accompanied by a vast concourse
of people. As the train with the Pertlanders
leftjthe depot, Colt’s band played Auld Lang
Syne, and the air rang with cheers. The train
arrived in Portland at about 2 o’clock this
morning. All, without exception, are enthusiastic over the warm and cordial reception
the people of;Hartford, and
trust the day is not far distant when they can

given

them

by

reciprocate.
What the Hartford Papers Bay.
The Courant of yesterday morning is at hand
and after paying a high compliment to the
Brown Light Artillery’s appearance goes on to
describe the banquet and give the speeches.
Our special of yesterday morning tells who of
the prominent Hartfort men were present.
The Courant says:
The event of the evening was the banquet at
Allyn Hall, which for the first time for months
has witnessed a large public gathering. The
military occupied the entire floor, and in the
private boxes and gallery was an assemblage
of two or three hundred ladies and gentlemen.
Colt’s band oc- upied the stage and gave a fine
programme < uring the evening. Seven long
tables extending the entire depth of the hall
occupied the floor. Across the top of the hall
was a table for the governor, his staff and other
military and cvilian guests.
Among those
stated were Governor Bigelow, Lieutenant
Governor Bulkeley, Adjutant General Harmon, Quartermaster General Harbison, Mayor
Bulkeley, Major Brown of the Putnam Phalanx, Col. Barbour of the First Regiment,
John C. Parsons, ex-Major of the Foot Guard,
J. G. Root, Capt. Stiles T. Stanton, Joseph L.
Barbour, Lieut. Adams, U. S. A., the Rev. Dr.
Parker, Alvin P. Hyde, Judge Advocate
Joslyn of the Phalanx, Probate Judge White.
At tables on the west side of the hall were
visible the uniformed officers of the Phalanx,
of city companies of the First Regiment and
also many civilian guests, including several
members of the city government.
The assemblage was called to order by Major
Kinney, and after prayer was offered by the
Bev. Dr. Parker, the bill of fare was attacked.
It had a prettily designed cover described:
WELCOME
BROWN LIGHT ARTILLERY,
the reverse was a picture of

1882.
the Charter
On
date
of
the
and
the
Oak
organization of the
In the
Foot Guard, “October 19, 1771.”
menu, the viands were quaintly arranged in
classes, such as “solid shot,” covering turkey,
beef etc., and through “shrapnel,” “canister,” “grape,” “fuse shell,” “percussion
shell,” and ending with “blank cartridges.”
Beside each plate was a boutonniere, and also
a
wooden
cannon, mounted upon a gun
carriage. Within each cannon was a cigar.
The banquet was an excellent lone, and well
served by Stickney.
After the supper had been finished and cigars lighted, and corks began to pop from
champagne bottles, the band gave “A Day in
Camp,” an illustration of the bugle calls and
band music of an encampment of soldiery.
Then Chandler’s Band of Portland appeared
upon the stage and were received with a round
of applause.
Judge Advocate Hyde made a pleasant address, and dwelt upon the pleasant character
of such occasions as these in cementing ties of
friendship betweon different sections. The
Foot Guard remembered, most gratefully, the
many courtesies which they had received on
the occasion of their visit to Portland, and
were happy to have this opportunity of recip“We have sampled your Androsrocating.
coggin water, our bank presidents have discussed finance together, we have eaten clams
together, (laughter), played whist together,
aud gone home ‘by the bright light in the
morning.’ We meet here to-night in the presence of the scarred veterans of yesterday’s
battle of Newington, and in the presence of
the famous old Putnam Phalanx, an institution as old, almost, as the Center church,
daughter). By the ties that bind us together,
we give you a generous, cordial and free-hearted welcome to the hospitalities of the Foot
Guard of Hartford.”
Maine and Connecticut—the opposite ends
But opposed to each other
of New England.
in nothing else.
Response by Judge Knight of Portland. Ho
paid a glowing tribute to Connecticut hospitality, as demonstrated on not only this but other
occasions. His first experience with Connecticut people was when the Phalanx visited Portland ten years ago. He remembered the calm
faith and assurance with which that noble
body of men approached a pile of clams which
but a few hours before had been disporting in
their native jungles. (Great laughter). These
and other Connecticut men have been as sober,
quiel and as good citizens as if they had been
born and reared in Maine itself. (Renewed
laughter). The remainder of his speech was
repleto with flashes of humor, including some
choice hits at the Maine law and its operation.
“Why, gentlemen, you may go up and down
our streets for a month and never find a man
drinking—that is, unless you come upon him
suddenly.” (Roars of laughter).
Gov. Bigelow responded on behalf of Connecticut, and as he rose he was received with the
He said: “I
curious Brown Artillery cheer.
regretted I was unable to accompany tho Foot
Guard on their visit to Portland and my regrot
was still greater when the company returned
and I beard from our soldiers and from the
friends who accompanied them of the abounding courtesies that made every moment of
their .isit one of unalloyed enjoyment. Since
then I have hoped to have the pleasure I now
experience, of meeting you in our capital city,
that I might give you a cordial welcome to our
State, and thank you in her name for the courI give you
tesies to her soldiers and citizens.
this welcome the more heartily because I remember that it is no now thing for the soldiers
of Maine and of Connecticut to stand shoulder
to shoulder.”
The City of Portland.
The response was by Mayor Libby. He said
Maine was noted for having more law to the
square inch thau any other State in the country. It has a Maine law and the Foot Guard
Mr.
knows how thoroughly it is euforced.
Libby gave some interesting facts regarding
the present prosperity of his city and its anticipated business growth.
The Courant says: “The elegant cars belonging to the Eastern road in which the artillery
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Suck market.
The following quotation* of stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchange), comer of Middle and Exchange streeis:
Opening. Closing.
Boston Land. 7%
Water Power.
3Vs
3%
5
Land.
21 %
Flint & Pere Marqnetto common
102
(-'lev.
7s.
0. S. &
Hartford & Erie 7s. 47%
A. T. &S. F. 85Vs
Boston & Maine.143%
Flint a Pere Marquette preferred. 86%
48
L. R. a Ft. Smith.
Marquette, Houghton a Ont. 60
Summit Branch. 10%
Denver a Bio Grande. 69
Mexican Central 7s. 87%
Northern Pacific preferred. 79%

6

Aspinwall

21%
47

86%
143

96%
47%
HI

10%
58%
87Vg
79%
41%

•*
Common. 41%
[Sales at the Boeton Brokers’ Board, May 26.
Maine Central Railroad. 63
Portland. Saco a Portsmouth R.R.116

.lie
Milton
Doer Isle Mining Company.21o
Eastern Railroad. 36

Sullivan Mining Co.1%
Honey Merkel.
.By Telegraph.)
New York. May 26—Evening. Money loaned
at %@3, closed at 2@3. Exchange steady at 486%
for long and 9% for short. Governments unchanged
except for 4% s coup, which are % higher.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 288.000 shares.
The followmg are to day’s closing quotations of
Government tsecuritles:
United States 6s, ex.101%
101%
United States 5’s ext..
United States new, 4% s, reg. 114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.116%
United States new, 4’s, reg.120%
Unite. 1 States new, 4’s, conp.120%
Pacitic 6’s of 96.132
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
130%
Chicago A Alton.
133
Chicago & Alton preferred.
New York Stock nod

....

C. B.

Quincy.i»o%

3**s
Erie.
Erie preferred. 72
Central.134
Illinois
Lake Shore.101V4
84%
Michigan Central.
New .Jersey Central. 70V4
Northwestern.120 Vi
Northwestern preferred.142 Vs
New York Central.125%
128
Rock Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.110%
St. Paul preferred .119
Union Pacific stock.
|111%
81%
Western Union Tel. Co.

(By Telegrapb.l
Uemeatic Market*.
«iw York, May 26—Evening.—Fleur market
dull, heavy and 10@26c lower; export and Jobbing
trade demand limited.
Receipts Flour 16,212 bbl*; exporta 1723 bbli;
sales 14,700 bbls; No 2 at 3 00@3 95; Superfine
Western and State 3 90»5 00; common to good ext
Western and State 4 76 a 6 70; good to choioe Western extra at 6 8089 26; common to choice White
Wheat Western extra 7 25@8 25; (anoy do at S 30
@9 25; common to good extra Ohio at 6 0(>g8 80;
common to choice extra St. Lonis at 5 0089 25;
Patent Minnesota extra at 8 25@8 60: cholee to
double extra 8 10@9 75, inoluchng 1900 City Mill
extra at 6 70@6 80 for W I: 1300 bbls No 2 at 3 00
@3 95; 2100 Superfine at 3 90@6 00; 750 bbls low
extra at 4 75:85 40; 2800 bbls Winter Wheat extra
at 6 00@9 25f4300 bblo Minn, extra 4 90®9 76;
southern flour is weak; good to choice at 6 80®
8 25. Wheal—receipts 48,300 bush, exports 69,224 bush; 144@214c lower, unsettled and depressed: export demand moderate and fairly active
speculative trading, closing firm and 44®%ti over
the Inside points; sales 1,340,000 bosn. moindlng
124,000 bush on ssot: No 2 Spring at 1 36; ungraded Rod 1 28@1 45: No 2 Red at 1 4444@1 4o delivered, 1 4544® 1 4644 cert.; No 1 White, 600 at
14244. Rye is firm; State at 88@91c; Canada at
9044 delivered. Barley quiet. Malt Is steady. S'eru
very much depressed; cash and May 3@354e lower,
late options 54® 154 c lower with a limited export
demand and very brisk speculative trade, closing
with more strength; receipts 129,469 bush; exports
3000 bush: sales 3,075,090 bush, including 76,000
on spot; ungraded at 78@8444 delivered. No 2 for
May at 83885, closing at 84c. June at 7844*7944.
closing at 79c; July at 7 854 @ 7954 c, closing 7944o;
August 79@8054c; closing at 7944c; September at
794488044, closing 7954c. Om« l@2c lower with
an active speculative trade: receipts 136,700 bush;
exports-bush;sales 729,000 bush: No 3 at 57c:
do Whits at 6944@SUc; No 2 at 5844@5944c; do
White 61@62c: No 1 at 60o;do White at 68o;Mixed
Western fd)@82c; do White 62@67c; Mixed Stats
60@62c; White do 63@68c. sonar is quiet and
unchanged; fair to good refining 754®744c; refined
unchanged; White rix C 844@854; Yellow do 844
@854; off'A at 854 @9; standard A at 94«@944;
powdered at lu54o; Cubes at 1044; crushed at 1044
11054: Confectioners A at 944@954:granulated at
54c. Tloln*aes is dull. Petroleum is lower;
united at 6444c. Tallow firm: sales 40,000 lbs.
Pork is very dull; options lt@15 lower; cash lots
steady; old mess on the spot quoted at 19 26; new
I.nrd—cash and
20 3744; July at 20 10@20 16.
May 6@10 higher; late months 5@744c lower, closing weak; sales 160 tM prime steam on the spot at
11 76; 80 tes city steam 11 50;rettned for Continent
1176. Bauer weak; Western at 20@23; creame-

f

ry at

24@25c.

Cheese is firm.

Freights to Liverpool dull.
Cuicaoo, May 26.—Flour steady. Wheat lower;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 2344@1 2354 cash: 1 24
for May; 1 24 for June; 1 23%@1 23% for July;
1 09% for August No 3 Chicago Spring at 111®
1 14; rejected 86@88c. Corn lower at 69c cash
and for Mav;6844@6854c June; 68%@C9c July;
6944c August; rejeotod 68. Oats lower at 49S4944
for easb; 49c for May; 4644c for Juno; 42%e July;
8683544c for August. Rye firmer 77@7744. BarFork generally lowor at 19 3744
lev steady 1 00.
@19 60 cash; 19 324y@19 3.> for June; 19 6244
19
70 August. Lard is lower 11 30 cask;
for July;
11 30@11 3244 for June; 11 46 for July; 11 56@
@11 5744 August. Bulk Meats—ibonldera at 9 00:
Sort ribs 11 30; short clear at 11 75.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
Wheat irregular at 1 2444 for June; 123% July;
11044 for August. Corn generally higher at 6954
for May; 67%c for June, 68%@B9c July; 6944®
6954c for August. Oats generally unchanged but
some sales rather higher at 42% for July; 3o54 for
Aug. Fork easier. Lard 244@744c lower.
Receipts—7,000 bbls Boar, 27,000 bush wheal,
356,000 bush corn, 86,000 bush o»ts, 3,300 base
rye, 11,000 bush barley.
Shipments 4 000 bbls flour, 3,000 bosh wheat,
216,000 bush corn, 76,000 bush oats, 6000 bush
rye,’l,600 bush barley.
ST. LOUIS, May 26.—Flour quiet; triple extra at

6 10@5 25;!familv at 6 60@@6 OOxhotoe at 6 90@
6 00: fancy 0 25@» 66. Wheat lower; No 2 lief
Fall 1 30 for cash and May; 1 21 June; 1 0954 for
July; 1 06 for Aug; No 3 at 1 18 bid; No 4 do at
1 0944. Corn lower at 74@765'sc oasb, according
to location; 7444c for May; 71c for June nad July:
7054c lot Aug. Fork dull at 19 50 bid cash, May
and June. Lard (lull.
Receipts—3000 Dbls Hour, 19,000 bush wheat,
83.000 ousn corn,00 000 bush oats,0,000 bfiih rye,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-5,000 bbls flour, 16,000 bnsb wheat,
43,000 bush corn, 00,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush
parley, 0.000 bush rye.
Dbtboit.-May 28.— Wheat is very weak; No 1
White spot and May at 1 32 asked; June 1 29%;
Inly at 24% Aug 1 1044; No 2 Red at 1 3344;
No 2 White 1 29.
Receipts 1 l,t ml; shipments 36,000 bush.
There will be no session of the board on Monday
or Tuesday next.

New Orleans, May 26.—Cotton quiet; Mlddltxg
cpiauds 12o.
Mobil®, May 26.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 11540.
Savanbau, May 28.—Cotton Is quiet; Middling
land* at 11% s.
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will be
from
the
furnished, postage paid
date of the receipt of the order in
each case until, and including, the
issue next following the State
election in September, for the sum
of twenty-five cents.
Pit ESS

OFFICE,
Portland, Me.

Modest Assurance.
a

The Democrats of Maine in their call for
State Convention announce as their first

“principle,”
from fraud, force

free

by
people,
bribery.” The impudence of this announcement is emphasized
in the most strikiug manuer by the attitude
of the Democrats in Congress in the DibbleMackey case. Dibble—a Bourbon Democrat
“Elections

the

or

declared elected in a South Carolina
district in which there is notoriously a Re-

—was

publican majority of several
some precincts hundreds of

thousand.
ballots

In

were

found in the boxes in excess of the number
of registered voters. The tissue ballot fraud
was

here

in

perpetrated

its

most

glaring

form. All this has been known for a year
aud a half, and the matter has been before
the House of Representatives as a contested
election case for five months. All this and
has been proved to the committee by
ample testimony, and yet when the
matter is brought for final decision before

more

most

the House the Democrats say that it shall
not be decided and tuat tney win oosiruci
all the public business of the country indefi-

nitely by filibustering

permit

rather than

Dibble to be removed from the seat to which
he was not elected and Mackey placed in
the seat to which he was elected. The Coir
stitution provides that each House shall be
judge of the election of its own members;
but these narrow-uiiuded politicians, who
to prate of their devotion to the
Constitution, now say that the House of

never cease

judge of the election in this case, so long as they can preven t
such judgment by any parliamentary de.
Representatives

shall not

It matters not t.o these

vices of obs'riiction.
men

that the

public

business

is

Horrible Story That Is Told of a
Wealthy Family Near Cincinnati.

The

The Maine State Press

Address,

_ENTERTAINMENTS.

Unspeakably Cruel.

harmfully

to a staud-still, that we are within
five weeks of the end of the fiscal year when

brought

appropriations will lapse and the public
wants be unprovided for and that much
needed legislation must go over to another
It is
session by reason of their conduct.
enough that Dibble is a Southern Democrat
For this reason
and Mackey a Republican.
alone they are willing to ignore all considerations of right, equity and justice and all
care for the public welfare.

Charles Dickens, in his “Tale of Two Cities,”
tells of the doctor of Beauvais, how lie suddenly disappeared from the haunts of men, and
none save those who were conversant with the
facts knew whether he was dead or alive; how

They
demonstrate, in this conspicuous way, their
utter devotion to the Bourbon Democracy
No doughface of the anteof the South.
bellum days ever did the bidding of his
Southern masters more implicitly and with
ore complete disregard of decency, than
do these Democrats of the North, technically
known as respectable. And yet, in the face
of all this, the Democrats of Maine head
their declaration of principles with “Elections by the people, free from fraud, force
Could cool assurance go furor bribery.’’
seem to feel it necessary to

business.

tion, and that they must protect
against fanatics. The prohibitory

in Iowa and Kansas has met with such success that it is not unlikely that prohibitory legislation will be adopted in Illinois. This action of the liquor dealers and brewers shows
in the strongest manner that the temperance
movement in the West is advancing.

Hartford Post: Congressman Phelps of
this State and Wood of New York voted with
the Republicans in the House Wednesday
and made a quorum. The New Haven Register now says that “the people of the second district who sent Judge Phelps to Congress have a right to be provoked at his conduct.” The judge has bothered his New
Haven brethren very much of late and the
reason

given

there

why

mark

as a

Democrat is

come

into

possession

of

he is not
that
a

he

up to the
has lately

fortune of

$100,000 and “feels hi's oats.”
as rich as Squeer’s milk.

about

This is almost

The appointment of a colored man as a
letter-carrier in Toronto is the occasion of a
strike among the force, which is the latest
instance of color distinction on record. The
officials yielded to the demands of the other
carriers and the colored man will no longer
shock the sensibilities of the force. As the
doctrine of equal rights has been emphasized
in the Dominion, the Toronto Globe regret8
that in practice of the doctrine Canada is
less liberal than the United States.
The Democrats still filibuster to keep the
contested election case from being considered. Some of the members think a mistake is being made, but have not the courage to act independently. The party will
find to its cost when the next elections are
held that it is making a great blunder. All
the Republicans ask is that a chance may be
had to consider the question on its merits.
Congressman Springer, a Democrat,
said the other day: “We do not propose to
admit Dakota before the next Presidential
election, as we do not want to repeat our experience with reference to the admission of
Colorado.”£“Yes,” said another Democratic
Congressman, “we will filibuster all summer
before we will admit that Territory.”
Philadelphia ress: Since Mr. Abram
S. Hewitt’s misa venture with the Morey
letter it takes very little to stir up his bile.
Calkins and Reed rolled him out of all reason

Wednesday.

Camden Caucus.
At the Republican caucus of the

WHEN.9 INJ PORTLAND,
s~W~g~^^~

noma

Cj_irt.lij.A.1X^

And Tremendous Jumbo
Will Inaugurate,w ith Pomp, Power and Magnitude beyond conception

or

Splendor

Human

7

United Monster Shows

Besides a Stupendous Free Street Morning
Exhibition oi' 22 Elephants in Battalion, a
sluge Caravan meuageiic of Rare Wild
leasts, Led and Driven in Harness through
he streets, 10 Open Dounle Lairs of Costly
lavage Creatures; 0 Open Dens of most Fe•ocious Beasis, all Publicly Performed; 3S
Irt-Glorious Golden Chariots; 12 D ftercnt
finds of Music; a Plume- lopped Tidal Wave
,f Lavish Pageant and Radiaut Display.

LIKING GIRAFFES.

ELEPHANT.

60
200 Supremely Great Equestrians and Athletic Artists. Over
Races
Brilliant Aets. Terrific 4-Horse Roman Chariot ilaRca'PmA.erous Elephaiit
Games an
Camel Desert Races, Dashing Thoroughbred Races, Wild Indian Races,
Gladiatorial Contests of Ancient Nations.
nmi
Teats and
More thaa 1000 Tons of Entertainment. Hundreds of Signal Foreign
Railroad
of
liains,
mile
A
Solid
Features there is not space to name.

DOLLARS SOLID CAPITAL.

$4800.

®0*er Ten of tire Largest
Returning Ten Times more for the money than any
OF ADMISSION.
Shows Combined, YET CHARGING BUT THE USUAL PRICES
ana en
Let every Household be set in order, and the whole family (.aly prepared
bled to visit it, for IN ALL THE UNIVERSE

Would be considered

cheap

H. I. NELSON & CO.
mj25

may2°

--r

ELIXIR
THOSE
NEW
Barnum is Coming,
ROOT!
KNOX
BOOTS OR SHOES
AND
mw Mill!
WYER GREENE & CO.
Positive Cure for KidDUNLAP Aney
& Live Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
STYLES therefrom such
Dyspepsia,
IN
STIFF
A REDUCTION OF 50 CTS.
HATS

THE APPEARANCE OF

And all must have new

Before he

Are prepared to furnish them at the
lowest possible prices, in all sizes,
widths and colors: viz:
Children’s Philadelphia, in all styles.
Ladies’ Front Lace Boots, matt. Top
Opera Toes.
Ladies’ French mat. Top,
Scollop

could more pointedly illustrate the
of the ruling classes in England
than the abstention of Parliament from the
Epsom races. Derby day and the Sovereign’s

birthday falling upon the same date would,
under normal circumstances, constitute au obligation which British patriotism could not resist. Bat Wednesday both events were by common consent allowed to pass unmarked by the
usual exuberance. The Derby was attended
by the millions on holiday—for all business was
at a standstill. The House, however, immersed
in tbe grave problems of the Irish question, remaiued resolutely at work, as a reminder that
there were more important duties even than
keeping the best beloved of English festivals.
sh sus-

Complaints, ana

$5.25.

$4.50;

Gent’s Button Boots

$5.00.

price

Gent’s Congress Boots

price $4.75.

Gent’s Low Shoes

$4.00.

$4.25;

$3.50;

former price

Gent’s, don’t forget that

fall line of Hart’s flue

Hand

we

beep

a

Sewed Goods.

WYER GREENE & GO.,
480

Congress

Street,

Opposite Preble House,
WYER GREENE, J. E. GREENE.

EPPS’S

COCOA

Sold

and pennies.
Snecie
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer(5 per cent, of circulation)..

have arrived and are on our counters to-day. We hare the nobbiest
lot of Stiff and Soft Hats ever
shown in Portland. We buy direct from the the manufacturers
and can sell much less than others

KNOX
HATS.
E. W.

Knox,

appointed

us as

the sale of his
in Portland.

A*

BQBAL.
OffK !H)!aUR A BOTTLE.
ER ST HAW NO

J. W. KCTTKE0M.E, Agent,
ROGKMND, MAINE.

lias
for
Hats

celebrated

thorough knowledge of the natural law
govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro
vided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may he gradually built up
“By

a

until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and'a
properly nourished frame.”— Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
and ft), labeled.
tins only

CO., Homoeopathic
Chemists, London, England.
EPPS

&

Tu,S&wlyr49

nov29

TRUNKS
AND
BAGS.
Our Stock is
are low.

large

and

prices

Kg-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.^M
TS&T*wly22
j

MONEY
buying Black and Colored
Dress Goods, Silks, Khadamas,
Morie, Mervilienx, Surahs, Table
By

Linen, Farasols and Hosiery of

ns.

We have the best assortment, all
the Novelties, many styles not
shown elsewhere, and sell the best
goods as cheap as poor goods are

SILK
HATS.

A
ALL
DISEASES OF THE
FOR

Such

SKIN,
as

Tetters,

Pimples, Sores,
Blotcheg,
•
Rash,
Erysipelas,
Ringworm,

We have the Young Gents and
Old Gents, and exchange for

Barbers*

X. P. FARRINGTON,)
!
E. H. DAVELS,
GEO. P. WEsCOTT, )

received their stock of Ladies’ and Gentet

Centre Street,

113

%

CUT8

Co.,

Portland,

Main*.

maylO_(Um

lMsfellow !
photo

of him at

HEWES’ ART

/OJ3j

STORE,

593 Cons l ess Slreet.
We do tliob.pt gi'ding, and are tho only firm in
mayHSendtf
tho city doing oar own bronzing.

THE

CARDS!
received a joh lot of Fancy Cards, which we
selling at 5 umi 10 cnnt« p«*r Oozcn.

Just

English

:

■

■-

w

Also

Birthday, School,

odd

cards, and

Mew Sets &c

5RAC. STOG&BRIDGE
197 Middle Street.

apl8d&wlm

are

my!3

eodtf

mer

156 EXCHANGE ST., Near City Hall,
dtf
mayld

are

Corner of

-

Thb&l.tt

EieflT HUNDRED

01 THOUSAND

PAIRS

Precisely that number, iud

pair less,

one

for sale by

Capital stock. $600,000
Surplus fund ($120,000.).
434.737.72
Other undivided proiits($314,737.72)
448,000.00
Circulating Notes outstanding.
2,388.60
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
666,634.60
Certified checks.
3,370.98

HORATIO STAPLES,
246 Middle St., Portland, Me.

JL4

At the close of

business,

REMOVAL.
CLEARANCE SALE OF WALL PAPERS !
For flic next 30 days

Maine,

j

FAFEFLS.

1,000

58,804
225,00O

Bank notes outstanding....

LORING,
7

SH0RTT&

old-established Banking House of

Buy

CO.,

l‘A Wall Street, New York,

No.

active stocks

and sell all

910

to

on

three to five per

eodlyr

febl8

91,600.

ADVERTISEMENTS
■

---

Dealers

Notice to

....

Lumber.

[in

Proposals to furnish the City of Port-

land with Spruce Plank for renewing and
SEALED
and Sidewalks, will be received at
re-

City Clerk’s Office until May 29. 1882, under

the following specifications: All

plank to

be of first

quality spruce, 2, 3 and 4 inches in thickness, and
such lengths as may be required; to be delivered
from time to time, in snch quantities and at at such
places, within the limits of the city, as the Commis
sioner of Streets may direct. The right is reserved
to reject any or all bids. Proposals to be endorsed
“Proposals to furnish the City of Portland with
Spruce Plank;” addressed to
A. LITTLE,
Chairman of Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and
may23d6t
Bridges.

ordin axo £3
RELATING TO

NEW

BlILDINGS.

WOODEN_

Buildings, tbe
Building,
exterior walls of which shall be
in part or wholly of wood, exceeding ten feet in height, shall hereafter be erected in this city without permission in each case from
the Mayor and Aldermen.
It shall be the duty of the City
Marshal to cause to be removed
at once us nuisances, all buildings erected in violation of this
Ordinance.
dim
mayS)
or

O’BRION,

Wholesale and detail Dealer in

HARMON.

COAL.
Domestic Coals

a

Specialty,

at

LowesS

Market

Prices.

f

322 Commercial
PORTLAND,
Orders

j

Street,

vV iiarf

Brown’s

00 !

MAINE.

aplodti

received by telephone.

I

00
61
00

|

Wedding

24
480 00
200 OJ
18,^4J 1)0

4730,594

..

Visiting

09

More than One Million
EVERYBODY WANTS IT,

that the

[

JOHN C.TUKESBURY. J

Everybody Needs It.

Eugrav*
for

d

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER
AND

Stationer.
Cards

Weddings

and Invitations
and ltecep-

Specialty.
513 C( NGRESS STREET.
'ons

Self-Preservation.

a

<!tf

mchll

...

u3t

KNOW
ivnun

!

i n
THYSEiF,SM*4'ful1
sample e cents, send now.

TONS Government measure; Built in
Dimensions over all,
4-SO Brooklyn In 1863;
ft. 8
<75x46 ft. 6 in.; Inside or below guards, 168 loadod
ft’ 1 In. x 8 ft. 2 in. x 8 ff. 2 in. Draft
in 1880.
Tubes
New
in
Boiler
New
1875,
about K ft.
miles speed, carries
Burns V- ton coal per hour at 14
has large
about 1000 passengers on a day-route,
service, in
freight capacity and ready for immediate
for at
if
low
sold
bo
applied
Will
complete order.
For terms and particulars, apply to
once.
O ^

fs nothing

j

^TheGokiaml

require

married

and is enabled to

j
j

apply thorough remedies.

70 Broad St., Boston, Mass.

He reaches the very root, and vitals of dta.
book already is read upon both continents by millions.

The

Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life

'above could

bo

Film TACKLE!
all its varieties, wholesale and retail.

Street,

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.
.

taken from the leading joumals-literary, political,

IISS I. E. FAIRWEATHER.
Has just added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and Germantown
wools, with patterns for .working

!

them.
Also,
Crewels.

(Between Cotton and. Center St.)

DAVIS.
5^28_dlm

fairly won and worthily

in every sense, than can ho obtained elsewhere for
In every instance.
or
be
double the
money
,
,,
to all
.caled and po-I.pn.d,
part.of Che
.ecurely
Tl.on.«ad> of Copies are .eutby mail,
world, every mouth, iipou receipt of price, Sit.

NO. 46 FREE STREET
A..

was

work,
r9T^b^l.B^n^dhto°'&«eer1^ical
refunded
the
will
price,

mayl7_I

Clepaii!da2d

Wtat

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE or W. H. PARKED, M. D.
4 Rulflnch $t«, Boston, Iflsiss*
skill and experience.
Nov22eodtaugl
N. B.—The author may bo consulted on all diseases requiring

DUNBAR & CO.,

GENTS’GARMENTS

•

Thn Science of T ife or Selr-Preservation, is the most extraordinary wars on r-nysioiogy ever puonsneu.
or wish to
or single of either sea can either
whatever that the
Ttmro
what is fullv exDlained
In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.— Toronto Globe.
It
or
of
Self-Preservation.
now
is
the
Science
Life,
The book for young and middle aged men to read just

Side Wheel Steamboat j ‘•JESfiSKf

it \ 11.1: v

Cards.

A Great medical Treatise
(
mauhood; the Cause and Cure of Exhausted
also on
Vitality. Nervous anil **bysical Debility,
of
mafromthe
Excesses
miseries
arising
the Untold
300 liases. Royal J*rao. The very finest
ture Years.
steel engravings. 125 invaluable Prescriptions, for all
acute and chronic diseases.
or
on

Directors.

_on

Copies Sold!

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

258th Edition.

belief.

my knowledge and
WILLIAM H. SOULE, Cashier.
to before me this 26th day
sworn
Subscribed and
of May,
s, FOGG, Justice of the Peace.
to the best of

William S. Lowell,

AND

ss
STATE OP MAINE, County ok Cumberland,
above uamed
t William H. Soule, Cashier of the
abovei statement

i..

eodtf

JOHN A. DODGE &

127,433

Individual deposits subject to check
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
Due to other National Banks.
Notes and bills re-discounted.

®.

Street.

194 Middle

octS

I

2KOOOO
50,.BO

in.

middle

SAMUEL HANSON,

Il,2o0 00

UndividedproUts.

*8*81

Bonds

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphio quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

CHAS.:

j

Surplus fund.

Correct—Attest.jog^
CHAS P. INGRAHAM,

prices of

j

7,£09

.....

swear

onr

Oo
00
j
13 I
1,1 <9 98
17,703 27 i
3,310 29
27 i
0,567 00

LI ABILITIES.

bank do solemnly

offer special reductions in

§ cents.
10 cent papers reduced to
“
“
“
lO cents.
IS cent
“
“
“
cents.
13
15 cent
“
“
“
15 cents.
30 cent
“
“
“
35 cents.
50 cent
“
“
“
50 cents.
15 cent

§409,201
250,000
12,999

IreasRedemption fund with U. S.
urer (5 per cent, of circulation)..

Capital stock paid

we

WAT.T,

il.it

pennies.'.
notes

Lava Graaa, Orchard Grau,
Warden, Flower, Bird Seeds, Ac.

@

IKwr

may 20

Checks and other cash items.
Bills of other banks..
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and

—

Railway

No

May 19, 1882.

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.*
U. S. Bonds to secure circulationDue from approved reserve agents..
Duo from other National Banks....
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
Current expenpes and taxes paid....

in Timothy, Clover. Flax, lluiigariuu, Millet, Red Top, Blue Grau,

▼

Hall, ^arket^ Square, Portland, Me.

Market

feb25

The Cumberland National Bank
of

-AND

ealers

A
v

writ Hi Z&aJ?
HP ■ m

m

CONDITION

Portland, in the State

dtf

__

J

27,780.14
34,000.00

above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
aud belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th
1882.
of
day May,
GEO. C. PETERS, Justice of the Peace.
Attest:
■W. W. THOMAS, )
Directors.
F. W. BAILEY,
A. L. GiLKEY.

THE

MUNICIPAL

pairing Bridges

yn BP"

STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, as.
I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal National Bank of Portland” do solemnly swear that the

OF

year.

per

at moderate rates.

circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SWEAT, Sec’y and Treaa.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mar 30
eodly
For

the

O

200.00

Total.$2,226,346,47

REPORT

Libby,

CITY OF PORTLAm

being sold for 5 cts. a pair. To prevent an undue and
the number sold to
dangerous centralization of thc-=c 5 cent, gloves, we must limit
AND NINTY-NINE PAIRS, always excepting
any one customer, to NINE HUNDRED
ca^es where parties bring? ns a sworn affidavit that there are more than that number of persons in their immediate family.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

10.234.63

may2G

II. J.

Davis,

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $76

Special deposits

Who ever heard of Gloves

*

f
)

Deposit Co.,

William G.

a.

_

Cashier’s checks outstanding.
Demand Certificates of Deposit.
Due to other National Banks.
Notes and Bills re-disoounted.

eodtf

John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,

Gould,

Window CITY

in our Cargo Corner
which is full of i cm.

See them

mayl7

00

In

BARRETT,

Jacob McLellau, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

ments of

25’l£o'9£

LIABILITIES.

JA.

6s
6s

Coupon,

cent, margin. They send FREE their
“WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT,”
Showing how large profits can be made on invest-

STAPLES.

HORATIO

1882.

Total..$2,22 ,346,47

a

7s

------

Maine Central K. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdensburg U. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and
-FOR SALE UY-

The

at s cekits a pair.

—

..

is tru
true
18

Evansville Ind.,

WALL STREET OPERATIONS.

Ladies Summer Gloves,

Loans and discoun.$1,474,261.29
500,000.00
U. S. Bonds to secure i^'ilation—
94,848.48
Due from reserve agents.
31,623.17
Due from other National Banks.
8,500.00
Real estate.
5,919.62
Current expenses and taxes paid—
14,786.35
Checks ana other cash items.
22,982.71
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
18,070.00
152.55 \
Fractional currency, aud nickels—
Gold coin.
coin
2,202.30
Silver
Legal Tender notes. * 6,400.00
22,600.00
Five per cent. Redemption fund..

National

--

County.7§

STO C HIS

rown.

mayll

—AT THE—

Litgal tender

all

SO TROUBLE TO SHOW OUR GOODS.

499 Congress Street,

d3t

Business May 19th,

oi

that eur Goods
Sew and llrst-class.

Forget

GEO. A. GAY & CO.,

OF PORTLAND, ME.,”

At

eodtf

Chicago,.7s
7s

Tarkisli Rugs, Mats, Remnants,
etc., very cheap.

Circulars for $1.42.

“THE CANAL NATIONAL BANK

Close

Ladies’ Gossa-

$2.00

Don’t

com-

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

REPORT OE THE CONDITION
OP

explanation.

We claim that we can save you from 10
to 15 per cent, on Carpetings, and
if you will call wo will
satisfy you that
this is trnc.

These are extra quality and haye neyer
been sold less than $2.00.

Directors.

my26

HAVF
Riding Saddles, Bridles, Housings, &c., direo*

from the manufactory, which they will sell chean
to: cash. Also, manufacturer of line Custom and
r,vam Harnesses.

Tho finest

and

Face,
BURNS,

codtf

Win. Hennessey & Co.

$a.75.

Itch,
REDNE88 0F
Nose

t.

may

Wm. Hennessy &

j

Portland Safe

Oar constantly increasing business in
this department does not need

YET.

1

We also offer our

STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Wm. A. Winship, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 25th day
of Slay. 1882.
WM. T. S5IALL, N. P.
Correct—Attest:

FOR SALE.

*511 Congress
15

THE BEST

Total..$2,073,395.93

sold.

GLOVES J. M. DYER & CO.
We have a large assortment of
Spring Shades in Dog Skin, Buck,
Goat and Castor.

..x

Directors.

i— —■

2,200.00

Total..l/Fio,694~19

Elixir ei Life Hoot Company,

York,
Sole Agents

of Now

10,000.00

Capital stock paid in. $800,000.00
Surplus fund
422’222'Re
72,423.05
Undivided profits.
45,000.00
National bank notes outstanding....
2,192.4o
Dividends unpaid.
668,102.74
Individual deposits subject to check.
85,676.79
Due to other National Banks.

Bead

SPRINH TONIC AND APPETIZ-

n

41,642.10

LIABILI TIESi

1,000 Bottles

and One Bottle Cured Him
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittredge, xlgent Elixir of Life Root
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining relief, I was induced to try a bottle of your
EL'XEROF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles 1 have ever seen
chat before taking your medicine 1 had become so
weak that! was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may he o
fortunate ao to trv your valuable medicine,
T. F. McMAIN.
Truly yours,

Nearly

BREAKFAST.
which

over

Life Root, and have never found a case where it
failed to give -ti,faction.
^ & KmREME.

Btit

The event itself was gratifying
horse
ceptibilities. The w tuner is an
with no suspicion of aiieu lineage. Ttte second
was as British as the tower of London, the
third was American—so nearly British that
the most thin-skinned cockney could not grumI
ble.—Philadelphia Press.

fans

Rockland, Me., April 25,1881.
I hav© sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of

deodtf

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

Druggist

A

former
former

ail Diseases

on

mission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
) 953 Broadway.
N Y
x* nrv
340 Broadway.
Branches. } Grand Central Hotel.

William E.

We shall offer to-day all of our 50 and
02 cent Ladies’ Hose at 35 CEMTS
This is the best bargain offered in Hosiery In the city. Quantity limited.

34,313.00

Bills of other Banks.

of the Urinary Organs.

Per pair on C. H. Howard’s Goss. Goods.
Gent’s Leg Boots $4.75; former price

Resolved. That we take pleasure in commending to the State convention for a candidate for Congress T. R. Simonton, believing
his unsullied reputation, popularity, aud large
personal acquaintance throughout the State,
would add
strength to the Congressional
ticket.
Mr. Simontou was a candidate before the
Fifth District convention in 1880, and after
the nomination of Mr. Milliken took hold

Nothing
absorption

as

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dust Deposit,
Female
Rheumatism,

Tamp Boots, (Nobby).
Ladies’ French Calf, Patent Leather
iBoots with mat. Tops, (Nobby).
Gent’s Cloth Top Congress, Button
and Bals., also Button Oxfords with
Cloth Tops.

of

heartily in his support speaking with effect in
all parts of the State.

BANNER

Now

comes.

4Z,Ubo.di

Fractional paper currency, nickels

In the newspapers is conclusive evidence
that

THI

,l»55ao?

Premiums paid.
Checks and other cash items.

RESOURCES:

__—-

_

STOCK EXCHANGE.)

TO THE

Chartered in 1&75 by the Legislature of
Maine for the HA FK KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
of 8AFKN in it» FIRE and
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

...

—

Nit! id

dtf

STREET,

(NEXT DOOR

mch7

RESOURCES:

FOB

WAIT

JHOUSE
Clews & Co.,
Henry
NEW YORK.
18 NEW

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Close of Business, May 19, 18^2.

Loans and discounts.0•
50,0(hu>u
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
4,000.00
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages..
82,371.47
Due from approved reserve agents.
Banks...
National
62,126.73
other
from
Due
6,000.00
Real estate furaiture and fixtures..
0,098.70
Current expenses and taxes paid.

You Cannot Afford to be Impatient and to Patronize Side-Show
Shadows. Better Wait for New England’s Most Colossal Enterprise.

BETTER

BANKING

SWAN &

at Portland, In the State of Maine,
At the

eodtf

<lec31

--

I GAY & CO.

m

—

Casco national Bank.

SHOW,

other TravelAnd it is Everywhere Patronized by Thousands who Never Visit any
Exhibition.
ing

at 25c.

OF THE

Total..$2,073,395.93

THERE IS NO ROOM FOR SUCH ANOTHER

Cor. Middle &

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—

3 Circuses in 3 Seperate Kings; 2 Menageries in 2 Tents; IMusucmof
Miracles; 1 Colossal Roman Hippodrome^ mating

DAILY EXPENSES

& Monlton
Woodbur) Exchange
Sts.,

Portland.

Congress Street,

mvlS

When, under a spread of Canvas actually large enough
Menageries and Circuses combined, will be presented, with Millionaire Biiiliancy

REPRESENTING THREE MILLION

Os

6s
Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
5a
Cincinnati,
.6s
Cincinnati,

description

to swallow up all other

7

MUNICIPAL

BONDS.

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

Supreme Sensations.

A Wonderland Carnival of

6s

Cook

470

5S

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only

&T~COMPANY,

ALLEN

THE GLORIOUS ANNUAL NATIONAL HOLIDAY.

BABY

adopted:

to

Hi ioa'aaic

MUNICIPAL

(BOARD OF EDUCATION)
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA,

mayO

BARNUM AND LONDON SHOW

and

$10 to $22

m 3

5

4s

for mam: iiv

$8 to $25

■

•

■

MUNICIPAL

CLEVELAND. OHIO,

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool and Worsted Pantaloons, $$.50 to $7.50

JT XT 1S/L 3B O,

7,71-9, 8,81-9,

and

in the State.

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Suits

4s

ME.,

ME.,

CLOTHING

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Light Weight Oversacks,

Creation.
The last of the Mammoths, the LeAiatlian Lord of the Brute
ON1EX AMERICAN
The World’s most Wonderful Infant Prodigy, B'HE
E°“"

_
5, 5 1-9,6. 6-19,

Fine, Medium

of

varied Assortment

To be found

TEN

HOSIERY.

DECKING,
BATH,

UP

MADE

some cause.
Old and infirm

JAMES

Camden the following resolution was presented by Hon. F. E. Richards and unanimously

most

GAKDINEK, ME.,
MUNICIPAL

Low Priced

ilar in many ways to the conefiuement in the
solitary room is said to exist within the corporate limits of Cincinnati.
According to the
statements of credible witnesses there lives in
on
Lookout a man
handsome
mansion
Mt.
a
wealthy in this world’s goods, surrounded by
The father of
ail that wealth can bring him.
this man, now over 80 years of age, it is reputconfined
been
years
has
for
the
ed,
past twenty
The old
in the cellar of his son’s "residence.
man is stone blind, probably from his long confinement in the dark cellar.
Why he is kept
there no ono knows, except as rumor has it,
that his son’s wife bears him animosity for

(Vz-Vb

town

Largest and

BONDS.

3U ildinc.

OPEN !

NOW
fhe

themselves
movement

aTt¥¥

he, after his imprisonment in tho tower, for
knew what, was kept in a solitary room
because of his having lost all control over his
faculties by his long confinement, A case sim-

ther?
are getting
Western liquor dealers
alarmed at the progress of prohibition, and
have held a convention at Chicago, the object being to stem the tide of the prohibitory
movement. The delegates to the convention were welcomed by Mayor Harrison, who
said $400,000,000 stood behind the conven-

10th,

Monday, J uly

A curious feature of the situation is that

the so-called respectable Democrats, like
Hewitt of New York, lend themselves to
this wretched, dishonest and unpatriotic

LA N C

WISDOM SAYS WAIT UNTIL

none

though he is, this old man is
but scantily clad, is fed on the leavings of the
table, served to him in an old, rusty tin pan,
much as a dog would be fed, aud as a return
for what he gets is compelled to chop all the
kindling wood for the immense house. There,
in the dark, damp cellar, with barely clothes
enough to keep him warm, bare-footed and
bare-headed, this old man subsists on what he
can get—the Bcraps of the kitchen—and oftentimes he does not even get that.
He, being
blind, cannot go out of doors to relieve nature,
It is related that
but lives in his own filth.
last winter, when the snow lay on the ground
and the thermometer indicated a temperature
that would almost freeze the marrow iu a
thickly-clad man's bones, the old man went out
doors, and of course could not find his way to
When one of the servants voltho outhouse.
unteered to show him the way, his daughterin law said: “No, let him find his way; it will
do the old devil good to stand in the snow
Another time when somo of the
awhile.”
servants were eating a mealin the kitchen, the
old man came to the top of the cellar stairs,
and said he was hungry. Dpon this the daughter-in-law ridiculed him, and closing the door
on the old man’s head, pushed him down stairs,
saying he could have nothing to eat because of
his asking for it.
He has no bed on which to sleep, such as a
man of his years should have, but is given an
old, hard mattress—no pillow, and scarcely any
covering at all,—in the laundry, which is, from
the nature of the work done there, damp and
Never but once since his
cold at all times.
confinement began has he been permitted to go
outside the yard, and that when his grandson,
who is very bitter iu his denunciatiou of the
manner in which his grandfather is treated,
gave him »25 with whi. h to take him to some
The grandson did not
relatives in Tennessee.
know the old man was so blind, aud let him go
alone to the river, where he took a boat going
When the old man finalup instead of down.
ly discovered his mistake he jumped overboard,
but was rescued and sent back to the city, aud
his grandson, hearing of it, took him back to
It is asserted by somo who are
Mt. Lookout.
acquainted with tho facts aud whom a Gazette
reporter talked with last night, that his trea'ment is something terrible, and especially in
the house of his own sou, who is, so to speak,
rolling in wealth.

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS._________

<!&wlm21

may20

PB

Stamping on

F.

ranted

IS. KFNISOM
has

j

jij
com

opened

an

Edwards &

l^oi-Sgg^^a?- Jane 3rd

o

war-

S 22X.M ST
JOST & MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,

Walker’*

Vi Market Square. Portland.
Prise’ reasonable and eatalaotton guaranteed.
dlj
lea

£6tli.
dti

|

GOODS”

—AT—

REASONABLE PRICES
A

Complete Line

of Spring and

Summer

BOOTS & SHOES Just Arrived.
Cloth
Top Button, only $2.00.
••
Glove Kid
$2.00.
Men’s Low Shoes. Straw and Oxford Tie.

Ladies’

Bals. anti Button Boots.

Congress Boots in all prices.
Children’s Lawn Tennis in NEW and NOBBY Styles, &e.
<£c., [&c., at

F. W. DEARBORN’S
D ap2G

381 Congress Street*

_d2m

KINBA1.L

BROOK

ICE
Ice oi superior quality for families and offices from Kimball
ANO RIVER It *,
Brook.
Also,
equal to any cut this winter for Stores, Steamers
and Vessels at reasonable rates.

WE

are

prepared to furnish

FAIRWEATHER, BURNHAM & DYER

mayG__if

nd

\'o. 276 Middle St.
,i ver

any material

permanent.

IVS. E.

ott*c9 in

(Portland andean bet-,

outh Kensington

SEASONABLE

Offlce 78 Cross Street.
TEI.ri’IEOXE NO. 3.JV.aplBdtf

SLOOP FOK SALE.
boat, 23 feet, 3 inches

long
8 feel wide, formerly owned by the late Walter
SLOOP-IiTGGKD
Will be sold at
of
H.
keel

Freeport.
Lytle,
Apply to W. G. Merrill, Freeport,
Cleory, Mail Office, Lowell, Mass

a

or

bargain.

C. L.

Me-

lnySdtf

PBESS.

T TTF1

SATURDAY MORNING, MAT 27.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Coe—5.
Buckingham Hotel
Scott Electric Brushes
Steamer Franconia
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Saturday—Owen, Moore & Co
Light Stiff Hats—Merry

Plymouth Church,

gressive science of hotel-keeping is carried to
such perfection, it speaks well for a house to
be singled out as especially possessed of every
With Boston
for luxurious living.

^JC^fuisito

^people of

wealth and refinement, Hotel Buckingham is deservedly an immense favorite.
The pervading air of elegant luxury, and those*

substantial evidences of comfort everywhere
anparent, win the guest’s admiration at once
The restaurant is most tastefully ar__

boys’

and men’s cap3 for 10c.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell today at 10 a.
m. at Btoio 18 Exchange street a large stock of
new and 2nd hand furniture,carpets, crockery,
glass and silver plated ware, kitchen furniture
See auction column.

&c.

Men’s 10c.

Boys’ straw hats 10c.

to-morrow

afternoon.

The

begin at 3.30.
The Reform Club will hold a temperance
meeting to-morrow evening in the club room,
corner of Temple and Congress streets, com-

service will

[From the Boston Saturday Evening Gazette.]
Perhaps the finest example of the modern
hotel is found in the Buckingham Hotel, New
York. In a city where this peculiar and pro-

Coe sells

Portland brokers will close their offices from
1 p. m. Monday until 9 a. m. Wednesday.
The police seized eight barrels beer at the

The ladies' gospel temperance meeting will
be held at the Mission this evening, at 7.45.
All are invited.
The annual sermon before Bosworth Post,
G. A. R., will be delivered by Dr. Seward, at

First National Bank—Report
Merchants National Bank—Report
Buckingham Hotel-Wetherbee & Fuller
Wanted—Board
Land for Sal ♦‘—Prentiss Loring
Parasols—H 1 Nelson & Co
Plants—W C Sawyer & Co
AUCTION SALES.
Carriages & Harnesses—F O Bailey & Co

ranged.

noon.

degrees.

Co

&

Mercury 42° at
Warm yesterday morning.
sunrise, 53° at 8 a.m., 04° at noon, 55° at sunset; cold, strong, southerly wind in the after-

Portland and Rochester depot last night.
In fifteen cities in the country, at 8 a. m.
yesterday, the average temperature was 54 4-5

Foot Wear—Brown

Notice—Chase, Leavitt
Young Man Wanted

Coe.

F. O Bailey & Co. advertise an extensive
sale of first class carriages at the Mart, Plum
street, at 11 o’clock to-day. At 10 o’clock harnesses, robes, &e.

mencing at 7.30 o’clock.
Mr. Randall, of the firm of Randall & McAllister, got thirty-eight coot off the mouth of
the Spurwink river, near George Mitchell’s,
Thursday morning.
At Forest City Cemetery Rev. Mr. Pen-

Rev. Mr Harlow was to officiate and school
children of Ligonik would take part—this w as
an

error.

The schooner McClintock, that left this port
for New York the other day, when a short distance outside, fell in with a school of mackerel, captured forty barrels, and returned to
This is the first local
this city Thursday.
catch of mackerel this season.
The police arrested three boys, Irving Darrab, Walter Maxwell and William McFee, for
the larceny of about fifty pounds of lead pipe,
Darrab was also hold for the
some time ago.

larceny of a revolver and pouch from an employee of Owen, Moore & Co. They were put
beforo the court yesterday.
P. A. & N. TJ.

Coe has the nobby straw hats.
Steamer Franoonla will leave hero for New
York this afternoon, and the Eleanora will
leave New York this aftornoon.
Coe has all the nobby light stiff hats.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 1 o’clock
to1 ay Beal Estate, corner of Hancock and
Fore streets. See notice in auction oolumn.

exchange—Coe.

National Taste Clearly Defined.
The sale of Atkinson’s White Bose exceeds
that of any other perfume and constantly increasing, can hardly fall short of a quarter of a

may27S&W

million bottles annually.

Clean and Wholesome.

Providence, March, 1881.
Dear Sir.—I have used the Pino-Palmine
Mattress for several months, and consider it,
It is confortable,
the best bed I ever used.
durable and so clean and wholesome. I cheerfully recommend it.

Truly yours,
F. C. DAY, M. D.
For Sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle St
may22dtf
Portland, Maine.

Forty Tears’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female phy
sicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and d'arrhma, griping in the bowels,
and wind-colic. By
it rests the mother.
a bottle.

health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents

giving

dec3S,M&W&w!v49

Chicopee, Mass., April G, 1881.
Agent Pino-Palmink Mattbess Co.
Gentlemen—About a year ago, I bought
one of your Mattresses for my little daughter,
who was suffering from debility and night
sweats. She was growing very weak and thin.
She is now well and hardy, which I attribute
to the use of your cleanly, fragrant Mattress.
I cheerfully recommend it to all parents with

children.

Truly yours,
Mbs. J. N. COLLARD.
For Sale by J. H. Gaubart, 201 Middle St.,

feeble

may22dtf

^Portland, MaineJ_

Catarrhal and Sick Headache.
Pino-Palmine Mattbess Co.
Gentlemen—The Mattress I purchased from
headyou has stopped the catarrhal and sick
ache which has followed me for years. I would
not part with it at any price and be without it.

Truly yours,
F. CARPENTER,

Druggist.

Baptist Minister’s Experience.
Baptist Minister, and before I even
thought of being a clergyman, X graduated in
medicine, bat left a lucrative practice for my
present profession, 40 years ago. I was for many years a sufferer from quinsy: “Thomas’
A

am a

Eclectric Oil cured me.” I was also troubled with hoarseness, and Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil always relieved me. My wife and child
had diphtheria, and “Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
cured them,” and if taken in time it will cure
seven times out of ten. I am confident it is f.
cure for the most obstinate cold or cough,and if
fill
any one will taka a small teaspoon and half
it with the Oil, and then place the end of the
of
spoon in one nostril and draw the Oil ont
the spoon into the head by sniffing as hard as
they can, until the Oil falls over into the throat
and practice that twice a week, I don’t care
how offensive their head may be, it will clean
it out and care their catarrh. For deafness and

earache it has done wonders to my certain
knowledge. It is the only medicine dabbed
patent medicine that I have ever felt like recommending, and I am very anxious to see it
in every place, for I teil you that I would not
be without it in my hons for any consideration. I am now suffering with a pain like
rheumatism in my right limb, and nothing relieves me like Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Dr. E. F. CRANE,

may22dlw

_Corry, Pa.

Republican Caucuses.
Republicans of the city of Portland, are
quested to meet at their respective ward rooms,
The

THURSDAY,

June

reon

1, -1882,

o’clock p. m., to choose six delegates from each
ward, to attend the Republican State Convention, to
be holden at Portland, Tuesday, June 13, 1882, at
11 o’clock a. m.
The delegates so chosen, are requested to moot at

at S

Republican Headquarters, on Saturday, June 3d at
4 p. m, to choose six delegates at large to attend
Per

said convention.

Order.

WM. M. MARKS, Chairman.
FRANK S. WATERHOUSE, Secretary.
United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE

JCDOE WEBB.

H. Newton et al.

Friday.—D.
rail et als.
Action of trover to

vs.

George E. Bur-

the value of 250 cords
of poplar wood purchased by defendants, residents
of E. Machias, at a sheriff’s sale upon execution
recover

against one A. M. Bicker, who had agreed to sell
h s wood in controversy to the plaintiffs, D. II. and
J C. Newton, manufacturers of wood pulp at Newton, Mags. The plaintiffs had advanced $3.60 per
cord on the wood when Kicker absconded, and the
wood was attached. Plaintiffs claim the sale was
completed: defendants contend that the wood was
Rickers’.
W. L. Putnam for pin's. H. M. lleath for dofts.
Tomas H. Haskell of Portland was appointed a
Commissioner of the Circuit Court of the Unitea
States for the District of Maine.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE

RECORDER GOULD.

Friday.—Patrick Plankett and Michael C ancy.
Search and seizuro. Fined $100 and costs.
Irvin A. Darrah Walter Manvil), Wm. McFee.
Ea ceny. Fined $5 and costs. Sentence suspended
during good behavior.
Irvin A. Darrah. Earceny. Reform School.
Accidents.
Mrs. A. S. King

while driving
Yesterday
down Congress street, encountered a runaway
horse. The runaway ran into Mrs. King’s car.
nage, wrecking it, breaking three wheels and
burying Mrs. King in the ruins. She was
taken into Turner’s drug store and Dr. Cumattended her. She escaped with bad

mings
bruises.

The Army and Navy Union celebrated their
16th anniversary yesterday by a” excursion to
Peaks Island. A good number of the veterans
were present and the festivities were enjoyed
by all. The company was taken to the Island
On arrival breakin the steamer Minnehaha.
fast was partaken of at the Peaks Island House,
where the host, Mr. E. A. Sawyer, exerted
himself to enable the boys to have a good time.
James G. SanThen came target shooting.
born won the first prize and F. G. Rich made
the best single shot. As usual the President,
C. E. Somerby,‘got the leather medal for show-

ing the worst shooting.
The afternoon boat brought a number of
members that were unable to leave their business in the forenoon. At 3 o’clock dinner call
was sounded and
ample justice done to a
splendid repast, for which the Union would reAfter dinturn their thanks to Mr. Sawyer.
ner the boats were taken for home and the
the city about 7 p. m. much
their excursion.
In the evening the annual meeting was held
at the rooms, President Somerby in the chair.
An invitation was received from Bosworth
Post to take part in the celebration of Memorial

party returned

to

delighted with

The President stated the invitation was
received ilio morning after their last stated
meeting. The secretary was requested to

Day.

thank the Post for the invitation and express
regrets that the Union would be nnable to take
part in the parade.
The treasurer, Mr. Thomas J. Little, reported a balance for the year, to the Union’s
His report was very fall
credit, of $347.41.
and gave a detailed account of expenditures
for the past three years. A vote was passed
that the annual reports of the secretary and
treasurer be spread on the records.
The following officers

were

elected for the

ensuing year:
There is a temporary
the city, $3.50 per

scarcity of joiners in
day being offered for urgent

jobs.
The hay market is pretty well supplied, first
quality being held at $17, and second quality
at $14per ton, .with a light demand for shipping.
The labor troubles in the Pennsylvania iron
and coal regions are attracting the attention of
The puddlers have deconsumers of iron.
manded

an

advance of

$1,

to take effect June

1, and as the employers have decided not to
grant it, the present and prospective strikes of
coal mines increase the gravity of the situation, and some dealers are stocking up, in an-

ticipation

of a rise.

President—0. E. Somerby.

Peovidence, R. I.
For Sale by J. H. Gaube rt, 201 Middle St.
may22dif
Portland, Maine.
I

—

__

The Citizens' Relief.
There were seventeen applications presented
at the monthly meeting last evening, and 25
its
were balloted into the society, carrying
membership well up to 050. The society has
been remarkably fortunate in not having but
two deaths einc6 its annual meeting in December last.

Boots and Shoes
Miscellaneous.

—

The Casco Wins by Ten Seconds.

Lumber-

The annual race ot the Portland Yacht Clul
cup took piece yesterday

Boston money market yesterday was
very easy, and the rates of interest were decidedly in favor of borrowers. This indicates
that there is a largo surplus on hand, with a
light demand, which is attributed to the depression of business occasioned by the unsetRat9s for regular mercantile
tled weather.
paper were 41 to 51 per cent., aud call loans at

for the challenge
But three yachts

The

started, the Twilight, Capt.
Charlton, Casco, Capt. Soule, and the Idler,
Capt. Owen. The day was fine, and the breeze
strong from the south, blowing seven miles an
hour at the start, and increasing to sixteen
The club-house and wharves were well
interested spectators, and a good

miles.

filled with

to 4 per cent per annum; 4£ is the best outside rato. The stock market was generally
weak and lower.
Fifty shares of Maine CenGovernments were firm, with
tral sold at 63.
an advance of | on 4s.
Foreign exchange

start was obtained by the Casco and Twilight,
the Idler—through some misunderstandingcoming to an anchor after passing the line, and

3J

consequently having

get underweigh again.
The first gun was fired at 0.45, and the second
at 10.15. Tho race was -made a sharp contest,

steady.

The brokers in this city will close their offices
1 o’clock on Monday, and suspend business
until 9 o’clock Wednesday morning.
The accounts from the interior are that heavy
rains prevailed on the upper waters of the
Androscoggiu, the Kennebec and the Penoh.

lowing

is the table:

Vice President—F. G. Rich.
'•
—L. L. Newbegin.
2d
—Daniel E. McCann.
3d
Treasurer—Thomas J. Little.
Secretary—James C. M. Furbish.
Assistant Secretary—W. H. Turner.
Chairman Relief Committee—S. C. Gordon.
Quartermaster and Librarian—J. C. M. Furbish.
Finance Committee—\V. E. Thornes, R. B.
Swift, F. G. Rich.
Entertainment Committee, 3 years—W. E.
1st

Thornes._

tents on the coliseum grounds yesterday for a
week’s sgjourn among the patrons of first-class
The managearenic exhibitions in this city.
ment exhibited no small degree of courage to
open in this city the second week of the season
with a new company, and before the cold
weather has hardly left us, but the attendance
of 7000 at the two performances yesterday fully justified their expectation that the people
will patronize a good shew, even early in the
The initial performance yesterday
opened with a dazzling cavalcade, the costumes
of the ladies and gentlemen and the caparisons
season.

of the spirited steeds, elephants, camels and
other trained beasts being of the usual costliThen followed twenty-one
ness and richness.
well selected acts, many of them being now
and nearly all full of merit. The two clowns,
Tom Mlaco and Billy Carroll; both old Boston
favorites, were seen at their best, and furnished plenty of fan for the boys. There were five
riders: Louis Sebastian, son of the great Sebastian, principal bareback rider; Mme. Martha, “School of the Menage”; a capital exhibition of four horse riding by Philo Nathans;
cyclone hurdle riding by K. Whitaker and pad
riding by Miss Minnie Perry. Professor Fryer’s educated goats, dogs and ponies, which
could seemingly do almost everything but talk,
were most interesting features of the long programme, while the tumblers,acrobats and gym-

the best seen here for several seaThere was grand and lofty tumbling hy
the Ashtons, Cheltra, the “India-rubber man”
Mile. Miranda and Sam ABhton on the trapeze, Dashaway and Moulton on the horizontal bar, and W. T. Smead with the electric
cross and magic barrel. The performance concluded with the familiar farce, “Barnum’s Baby Elephant,” which .sent everybody home in
the best humor. In the menagerie there are a
number of cages filled with specimens from the
Orient and the Occident, and in the museum
Colonel Kuth Goshen, the Arabian, and Moloch, the Abyssinian giants, were the principal
attractions. The one-rin«; feature in the circns
is popular, and, taking all together,|the|attendauts are neat and clean, the ring performance
good, and the circus well worthy the patronage
of all who love arenic exhibitions.”
nasts were

sons.

Personal.
Senor Don Enrique Ainz, Spanish Consul at
this port, has recovered from his late illness.

City Clerk Bobinson has
ed to visit his office.

sufficiently

recover"

Hon. Francis W. Bico, ex-consul to Panama,
is to resume his residence at Biddeford.
Hon. James G. Blaine and his son Emmons
are in Cincinnati on railroad business.

Judge Eichard D. Bice of Augusta is reported to be soriously ill.
Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Claronce Hale, Esq.,
D. W. Fessenden and J. Winslow Jones, all of
this city, are in Washington.
Bev. F. E. Clark, pastor of Willistou churchlias recovered from his recent illness and will
in his own church to-morrow.
George Hinmers from Scotland will preach
at Mechanics’ Hall Sunday.
Subject in the

preach

afternoon—“A Castaway.”
B. S. Morse, Esq., of this city has returned
home from his sojourn in New Orleans and is
in excellent health.
Justices Gray and Lowell of the United
States Circuit Court have appointed Thomas
H. Haskell, Esq of this city a commissioner
of the circuit court for Maine district. Mr.
Haskell was qualified yesterday.

Pay Inspector Joseph A. Smith has been
selected by Secretary Chandler for the appointment a3 Chief of Bureau of provisions
and clothing with rank and pay of a Payof the Navy.
General
Smith is a native of Maine and
Navy in 1801.

master

Paymaster
entered the
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for South American lumber oontinues quite
active and prices are well sustained. Shipping
pine for South America i3 quoted at $26; for
West Indian trade, $17 to $18; and clear is
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do not encourage
general tone of the local market is good.
Though the city demand is light, the inquiries
' from the interio. towr.s it mains about as was
reported by us two weeks ago. The market
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very firm at previous quotations. Freights
still rule high, and prices are stiff at the mills,
which have orders enough on hand to keep
The market
them active for several months.
for hard wood lumber holds good, with no
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signs of weakening in prices. Tho present
prices, however, are moderate. Small lumber
is generally in fair supply, except first quality
cedar shingles and spruce laths, which continBest cedar shingles are quotue very scarce.
ed at $3.50 to $4 per thousand; clear, $3 to
$3.50; extra No. 1, $2 to $2.75. Best spruce
Best
laths bring $2.25, and ordinary $1.75.
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STRAIGHT GREENBACKERS.

cost the consumer $30; second quality $28, and third do. $23. The backward season has reduced the demand for doors,
The most activity is in
windows and blinds.

quality clapboards

orders

from

Mr. P.

Commercial.

Prices have

the interior towns.

The retail

Gordon

Portland, May 26.
To the Editor of the Press:
The Portland Argu3 of May 23tU in quoting
an Augusta correspondent of the Bangor Commercial says: “The letter of P. H. Gordon of
Portland against Gov. Plaisted is receiving
considerable favorable attention at the hands
of the Republican editors of Maine,” and adds

dealers of Maine and New
to the

Hampshire complain of dullness, owing

Their summer stocks have
not begun to move off yet, and the wholesale
dealers are more anxious about June trade
A short pethan they are about the present.
backward season.

riod of warmth would increase the demand
from the retailers; continued cold and rain
would confine June trade principally to sorting up. The manufacturers for the local retail trar e are slackening up a little, but those

supply the Western markets are pretty
busy. The fall styles have lately been received, and orders are beginning to come forward.
Many of the shops have changed over from
spring to autumn work, and others are about
to do so. There is no material change in t re
price of sole leather, but upper stock is decidedly firm and shows a tendency to advance.
The New York Bulletin, in presenting the
advantages of New York city as a great manufacturing center, uses the following language,
which will apply with considerable truth to
who

city: “Naturally commerce and manufactures are intimately allied, and one is the
We have here and all
support of the other.
around us peculiar advantages for the development of both. If coal, iron and other raw
our own

material are not so near as they are to some
other localities, our facilities for land and water carriage bring the sources of supply, as it
were, to our doors at sma’l cost and inconsiderable expenditure of time."
“There is no corn ;here to ship,” says the
Chicago Tribune of Wednesday, "and only
small amounts are coming in by rail. The
carrying trade by lake, in fact, is ‘done for’

Pleasantly Criticizes

Misstatements of the Bangor

undergone no change for several weeks.
Considering the unfavorable weather and
the effect it has had on all linos of business,
the boot and shoe jobbing trade has continued
fair.

H.

that “of Mr. Gordon it is enough to say that
he is a brother-in-law of Mr. E. H. Gove, exSecretary of State, who sold out to the Republican party in 1880,” and that “that gentleman’s course was largely due to the influence
exerted over him by Mr. P. H. Gordon.”
As to the above I have to say that irts ab-

solutely false, as most of the assertions of
these fusion ringsters are, and are so looked upon by all fair-minded people. Their chief stock
in trade is fraud and falsehood. I will say that
I am no relation whatever to Mr. Gove; but
however much I deplore the course of Mr.

Gove, I consider his

course honorable
to
that which has been pursued by these DemoFusion leaders. The penalty of their treachery
is now coming home to them; they see the
handwriting on the wall; they know that if
the convention at Bangor,May 30th, nominates
good, staunch Greenbackers that their fate is
sealed, and their defeat is as sure as night is to
follow day; and they are fighting to desperation to save their political lives, for they know
that if they go down under this load of fusion
with the record of the old Democratic party on
top of them, that they are dead politically for
their life time and can never come to the surface again.
They know full well that the
natural life-time of man is not long enough to
damnable treachery as has been
for
such
atone
employed by the ringleaders of the fusion
P. H. Gordon.
movement.

Sir:—My name being on the Fusion list of
delegates, I respectfully decline the honor as I

trouble in those trades many of the grain carIt is
riers could be transferred to those fields.
quite probable that what little grain is to be
shipped from here, until the new crop is ready
to be moved, will be carried in steamers, as

Temperance.
At the last business meeting of the Second
Parish Church the preamble and pledge of the

heavy expenses and
even if at lower rates

most of them
must be kept moving,
than now quoted as paid by
FIRE LAST

shippers.”

NIGHT.

Box 53 was pulled about 11 35 last night
which called the department tc the Star match
A man
eet.
factory on West Commercial
and boy are engaged all sight at the factory in
boxing matches, and keeping up steam. About
half past oleven one of them went down into
the boiler room to replenish th « fires and found
it all ablaze and promptly p tiled the alarm.
The fire department were equally prompt to
respond and the fire was quickly subdued,
without any damage to speak of.
The fire wag probably caused by coals dropping from the furnace into a pile of waste wood
used in feeding the fires. The loss will not ex-

$25._

Surprise Party.
Bosworth Post, No. 2, G. A. R., was thorA presentation
oughly surprised last night.
made to them and not a man had an inkling ot the affair until it occurred.
About 9 o'clock, while the Post was transacwas

ting its regular business, the officer of the
He
guard, Comrade f ,ng, was called out.
returned and said the ante-room was.filled with
ladie3 requesting admittance. Post Commander Abbott immediately proceeded to the anteroom and, in the name of the Post, invited the
ladies in.
They entered, some sixty-five in
number, marching by twos, and proved to be
the ladies of Bosworth Relief Corps. The column was brought up by Mrs. A. S. Spaulding
who bore in her hands a superb American silk
flag, regulation size, with elegant black walnut
staff surmounted with a gold eagle. The card
and tassels were of gold, and the stars which

embellished the field of the flag
same

preciouB

were

of the

material.

The flag was presented by Mrs. Spaulding
in a most happy speech to which Post ComAt the
mander Abbott as happily responded.
request of the ladies all united in singing
“Rally round’the Flag” to Miss Sawyer’s spirited accompaniment on the piano, after which
the boys gave three hearty cheers for the donMrs. Beal followed with an
ors and the flag.
the “Dandy
admirable recitation entitled
Fifth” an incident of the Pennsylvania riots'
More singing followed, and the Relief Corps
then retired.
The boys give the ladies credit for being able

give the lie to the old adage “a woman cannot keep a secret.” The value of the flag and
fixings cannot be far from §100.
to

Accidentally Shot.
Mr. A. T. Stewart, an iron worker in the
employ of Thomas Laughlin & Son, has received a dispatch from h is sou A. T. Stewart,
Jr., now in Pueblo, Colorado, saying that his
brother Edward, the younger son, was accidently a .ot and instantly killed Thursday. No
The
further particulars have been received.
Stewart boys are well known here. Alexander
T., Jr., having boen prominent here a few years
ago as an oarsman. About five years ago he
went to Pueblo,and engagedpn the blacksmithHe has met with excellent sucAbout a
cess and now employs twelve men.
year ago his brother Edward went out to him

ing business.

and has been employed as a book-keeper by
him. The news of Edward’s sudden death
will bo received by his many friends here with
great regret. He was 22 years of age.
Base Ball.
The reorganized Atlantic Base Ball Club will
play the Deering Reds on Memorial Day on
the new grounds in the centre of the Oaks.
The play ground is in good condition with
shady accommodations for spectators, and as

city has given consent
probably attend the game.
the

a

Employers are obliged t« go
enough for their work.

now.
to find men

large crowd will

Castiue
of town
This is

at
out

happy change from what was the case two or
three years ago.
The American says Ellsworth Falls boasts a
staunch Republican dog. While at a neighbor’s house he was given two papers to carry
home, one a Greenback. Ou reaching his
own yard he deliberately tore up the Greenback paper and safely delivered the other.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

The News says a few days since a pair of
very Urge horses were found dead upon McFarland’s shore, near New Harbor. They appeared to have been a very fine pair of matched
horses, and were fastened together by a rope.
and
The
were
shoes
very
large
put on with sheet iron between the shoe

and foot. It is supposed that these were imported horses lost from some vessel bound to
this country.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says a large number of vessels are
bound to Bangor, but the unfavorable winds

In the
have detained them in their passage.
meantime business in the port is dull.
The Whig says that the heavy rain of Tuesday will do much toswell the streams of Northern Maine, and it is now probable that the
drives will generally get through all right.
Previous to this time, better progress had been
made than was generally anticipated, and the
prospect is now very encouraging of the logs
reaching market.

Tuesday morning

Edwin A. Morse, Esq., retired from the office of iuspector in the Bath
custom house, after nearly twelve years of diligent and faithful service in that position. He
is succeeded in tne office by Wm. C. Duncan,
Esq., well and favorably known to the business

community.

The late Thos. M. Heed of Bath was one of
the two heaviest stockholders in the Pacific
Bank, bolding $50,000 worth of stock. Arthur
Sewall, Esq., also owns heavily in this bank,
and has been a director since the resumption
of business
following the suspension some
months since.—Bath Times.
COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

The Sentinel says Sergeant 'William Wil-

He has for
liams of Eastport died Monday.
many years been a faithful servant to the govFort Sullistationed
at
ernment and has been
van some twenty-eight years and daring the
last part of the time has been in charge.

A BEAUTIFUL BRUSH, fMWMs.
will send it
which will

Wo

YORK COUNTY.
a

school.
Twenty-five coal

During

Catholic parochial

the existence of this paper we

never seen an

advertisement

“straight.”

trial, postpaid,

on

on

receipt of$3.00,

be returned if not as represented.
Inclose 10 cents extra and wo guarantee safe delivery into your hands; or will send It
by express, C. O.D.. at your expense, with privilege of opening and examining. But rxadds considerably to your cost. Or request your nearest Druggist or Fancy Store
o obtain one for you, and be sure Dr. Scott’s name is on the Box.

firessage

truckmen at Biddeford
struck on Tuesday for $4 per day.
They were
offered $3.50 but only five accepted it.
A gentleman was in North Berwick the first
of the week looking for a suitable building
with water power at hand for the manufacture
of army blankets. .He has a contract with the
government which would probably require
four or five years to fulfill.

Mention this Paper.
money returned if not as represented.
As soon as you receive the Brush, if not well satisfied with your bargain, write us, and we will return the money.
^A Brush has been placed in the hands of the Mayor and Postmaster of New York, as a guarantee of good faith.-.
Remittances Bhould he made payable to GEO. A. SCOTT, 842 Broadway, New York. They can be made in Chocks, Drafts, Poet
Office Orders, Currency, or Stamps. Liberal Discount to the Trade. Agents Wanted in every Town.
Send for a Circular of Dr. Scott's Electric Flesh Brush and Electric Corsets, for Ladies and Cents.
*3.

Trade

Supplied by

W. F. PHILLIPS &

have

I

calculated to

so

SKIN DISEASES

cures

which

He employed many physicians
remedies, but they all failed to

have

been

Frazier’s Magic Ointment.

wrought by

Same day

Trimmings

Dr

Goods,

For Blind, Bleeding, Itching or Ulcerated Piles,
William’s Indian Pile Ointment is a sure
Price $1.00 by mail.
cure.

lot of Fancy Lace

in

Fancy Colors, suitDress Trimming
are worth 75 cents,

RESOURCES:

After

my 2 7

locality

AUCTION

Wanted.
Summer visitors and people living out of the city
to call at sign of Gold Boot for their Boots and

Shoes.

—AND—

HATS.

Gloves

abstinence
from
alcoholic
of
intoxicating beverages
liquors and
all kinds would greatly contribute to the
health, prosperity, morality and temporal and
eternal happiness of the human race, resolved,
&c.
The pledge is as follows: That we will not
use intoxicating liquors, nor traffic in them, as

They are going to be all
Boston and
the rage.
New York are wild over
them. A large assortment
on our counters.

Nelson's

will not provide them as
an article of entertainment or for persons in
our employment, and that in all suitable ways
we

Great Western and hand it over to the Lake
Shore and Canada Southern, in which it is
said he is personally interested, the correspondent asks: Are we, then, to believe that this

great railway king has, all this time, been directing annually £400,000 worth of his traffic

the Great Western line from purely philanthropic motives, and for the benefit of Canadian railways rather than those in which he
It
and his family are largely interested?
Rather, I think, may
seems hardly probable.
Mr. Vanderbilt’s reason be found in the fact
that such an arrangement has hitherto worked
for the mutual benefit of their respective interests. If so, it is not likely he will withdraw
his traffic from the road, over which it is to his
interest to direct it, just out of more spite to
the Great Western shareholders for their recent action. Were he, however, to take this
course, and have in future nothing to do with
the Grand Trunk and Great Western as amalgamated, it would be a serious matter for these
companies, for they would thus be deprived of
£400,000 of their annual earnings. It is generally believed that Mr. Vanderbilt will, when
here, agree with Sir Henry Tyler and Lord
Bury upon some permanent understanding as
to the interchange of traffii between the roads
over which he has control, and those over
which Sir Henry and Lord Bury preside. The
arrangements for carrying out the resolution
of the Great Western shareholders-in regard
to the fusion movement are now approaching
completion. The solicitors of the respective
companies are preparing the necessary legal
instruments, and it is hoped that an agreement
will be ready to submit to the proprietors in
the course of next month.
The monoy required to build the Ontario &
Quebec railway between Toronto and Ottawa,
has been paid down, and the road is now under contract to be finished by Jannary, 1884.
When this road is finished it will give another
outlet for Chicago traffic to the seaboard by
connecting with the Credit Valley and Canada
Southern railways, in the Vanderbilt interest,
of course, and in opposition to the Grand
Trunk.
Mr. Albert Fink, who has so long and so
ably filled the position of Commissioner of
the Trunk Line Pool, has been offered the
presidency of the Louisville & Nashville railroad, and it is said that his resignation of his
present office may be tendered immediately.
The net earnings of the Boston, Concord &
Montreal railroad for the year ending March
31, 1882, was 8233,749.31, an increase of $22,305 over last year.
Henry C. Sherburne was elected president
of the Northern railroad yesterday.
The earnings of the Montpelier & Wells
River railroad for the past year are $23,421.14.
The old board of officers were chosen yester-

over

day.

corner of Fore and
Hancock Streets
AT AUCTION.

Beal Estate

shall

French Matt.
Top.
Boyd’s Cloin Top Button.
Boyd’s Oil Goat. Sizes 2Vi to 7 Vi. Widths AA,
Prices lower than any other
A, B, C and D.
store for Fine Boots.
Kid

New York Boots, all widths, sizes and half

Low Shoes a specialty.
Gent’s Cloth Top Button.
Gent’s Cloth Top Oxfords.
Gent’s Jersey Fronch Calf Oxfords.
Gent’s Hand Sewed Shoes for wide troublesome
feet
Gent’s cheap and medium Shoes in all the leading

styles.

Large Stock,

MONDAY

AND

A great variety ot Plants less than auction prices at

7 & 9 Preble Stteet-

We make a
these goods.

FIFTH-AVENUE & FIFTIETH ST.,

NEW-YORK.
WETHEBBEE& FILLER, Proprietors.
Strangers will here find excellent accommodations
at reduced prices during the summer months.
This new and elegant house is very centrally located for the reception of guests, either permanent
or transient.
It is charmingly situated, being a
central point amidit the most fashionable residences,
Central Depot,
churches, &e.,&c.: near the Grand
within three minutes walk of the elevated roads
and Madison Avenue cars. The ventilation, heataping and plumbing are arranged on the most
proved principles. The hotel is conducted on the

European plan, patronized by the best families of
Europe and America, with a restaurant of unsur-

charges._

dS&W5m

Wanted.
two or three months, in a private family,
substantial
couutry board, require three
good
comfortable rooms, two largo and one small; loca-

FOR

tion must be mountainous, healihful aud pleasant,
and convenient to lake or river for boating. Family
consists of gentleman, wife, two little girls, eleven
Terms must be
and seven years old, and nurse.
moderate. Address, with all particulars, J. K. D.,
Athenseum Building, Brooklyn, N. Y. my27d3t*

all Prices.

THE

SHOE

It 421 COMESS STREET,
SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.
eodtf
may27

At the

SIGN
OF GOLD HAT.
my27
eodtf

SALE.

_(13t

Young man Wauled.

years of age, smart and of good
Good situation to the right one.
Address A. K., Press Office.
my27d3t
19 or 20
appearance.

ABOUT

AT

Clone of ISusineaH' May 19lh, 1883.

Overdrafts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.

Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses ami taxes paid....

$754,894.45

210.32

300,000.00
70,000.00
1,922.48

19,486.82
9,643.05
31,000.00
4,046.88

3,493.29
22,821.46
21,029.00

Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing-house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.

^I,9o0.00
6,000.00

er

13,500.00

(5 per cent, of circulation).

155,410.39

Undivided profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding..
Dividends unpaid.
i ndividual deposits subject to check..
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers..

270,000.00

493.83

315,556.30
40,000.00

is true, to the best of my

—

Harnesses,

at Horse and

Plain Street.

of Goods
all.

Our store

will

we

&e.

Carriage Mart,

Harnesses Robes, Whips, &c. at 10
A. HI., Carriages at 11 o’clock.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
dlt
may27

DEALERS

us

the

Lowest-

FREE.

&

CO.,

IS

Fine Teas and

Groceries,

NO. 47 FREE

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

d3t

RECEIVED THIS DAY

and Lemons,
Oranges
BERMUDA ONIONS,
BUTTER,

FINE VERMONT
sNew

Fancy Cheese,
at

prices

to

suit.

HOWARD E. SOULE,
201 COMMERCIAL STREET.
n,y2t>

Aromatic Pino-Palmine Mattress.
The

$1,279,160^30
:=■"■■■■.—

knowledge and

and

Best

Only

The

Hygienic Bed.

Piuo-Palmino does not absorb diseaso germs from
It is, theretbo body, nor take up the excretions.
fore, always a clean and pure bod.
a
and
sec
Call
sample.

J.

H.

GAUBERT, Agent,

201 Middle Street, Portland.

20,861.08
44,187.86

12,159.30
26,000.00

Dryest, Purest
.Bedding.

Made of the sweet and wholesome Pine Frondj
and Palmetto spieulas of Florida.

1,249.50

may 18

__dim

_

To the Stockholders of the Interiiuiionul Steamship Company.
to

a

vote of

the Director, ef the la-

ternational Steamship Co., I, H. *J. Libby,
PURSUANT
| retary
special '■eatof said Compauy hereby call

sec-

a

belief.

CHARLES PAYSON. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day
of May, 1882.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT, Justice of the Peace.
correct-At test:
JACOB McLELLAN, )
GEO. S. HUNT,
{ Directors.
WM. R.WOOD.
)

may27

Low

are ns

A. W. MERRILL

34,242.04

STATE OF MAINE. County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement

!5XrrH;isr9rjv32 sale

day, May 27th,

meet the wants of

GOODS DELIVERED

:

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in. $300,000.00
60,000.00
Surplus fund.

■

This

Our Prices

Total....$1,279,160.30

_

OF

a

_

163.55

Specie.
Legal Tender Notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasur-

Total.

—

and with

—

Due to other National Banks.
Notes and bills re-discounted.

Carriages,

47 FREE STREET,

—

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.

Hatter,
m Middle Street,

Now

We would respectfully announce to the public
that we have taken the store formerly occupied by
JIE88B8 8. T. NOLLE A CIO., at

my25

Portland, in the State of &aine,

>f

specialty

Notice.

my27

OF THE

—

MERRY,

ALL

EVERYTHING!

NEW

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

Apply to PRENTISS LORING, 3iy, Exchange St.
may27(131*
May 27,1882.
persons are hereby cautioned against trusting cr harboring any of the crew of German
Barque Pudel. Parlovr, Master, from Pillau, as no
bills of their contracting will be paid by Captain or
CliASE, LEAVITT & CO.
consignees.

GOODS,

SEW

DEALER,

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

State Street

FOR

STORE,

NEW

a large lot of new and beautiful Chromos to purchasers of Tea. Call and see them.

(Opposite Cathedral,)

on

d3t

give .iA'W-A.'sr

$1.50.

d2t

BUCKINGHAM HOTEL,

Land

Pillar Extension Tables, Dining Chairs, Mirrors,
&c. Also Hair and Wool Mattresses, Tapestry aid
Ingrain Carpets, kitchen furniture, Ac. Ac.
F. O. BAILEY dfc CO., Auctioneers.

Saturday, May 28, at 5 o'clock p.m.

T O

Please Call and Examine.

passed excellence and at reasonable
may 2 7

Easy

prepared to
will be opened

—

may 2 7

sell on Saturday, May 27, at 1*
TX7E
o’clock A. M. at salesroom 18 Exchange
yT
Street, Handsome, Chamber Sets, Black Walent
Marble Top with bevel-edge glass—Painted Sets,
Parlor Furniture, Library and Marble top Tables,
Chairs, self rockers, Black Walnut and Ash

when

Cents

25

W. C. SAWYER & GO’S
5,

<iSt

are

NEW.

PLANTS.
SATURDAY

arranged for two tenementis. Sebago
Houses,
Water, Cellar under on®, Ac. Lot about 5000 f««t.
The location of this property in the immediats vicinity of G. T. B. ami Portland Company makes it
a desirable home for mechanics or safe property to
rent. Sale positive.
F O. HAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.

New, Fresh, Clean Stock

SOMETHING
OF

1

on the corasr
Streets, consisting of two

BY AUCTION.

Woodmansee & Garside’s

BOY’S.

d2t

SPECIAL, SALE

SATURDAY, May 27th, af

on

Hancock

anil
each

SH?1LL

Childrens GENTLEMEN’S

V

sell

WEo’clock P. M„ the Real Estate

Furniture, Carpets, &c.,

sizes.

Monday.

SALES.

mv22

New York Boots the leading Boot.
Boyd’s French Kid Button.
Boyd’s French Kid Button with

Fine

~

Great Western had no bad effect upon the
market. Concerning the report that Mr. Vanderbilt had indicated his intention to withdraw the traffic which his lines give to the

specialty.

BOYS’

HATS.

—JLHD—

my27

a

d3t

may26

Saturday

Boaworth Relief Corps.
The annual meeting of Bosworth Relief
Corps was held yesterday when the following

Flue New York Boots

STRAW

Specialties.

we will discourage and prevent their use in the
community.
It was voted to inaugurate a more distinctive
temperance work, in accordance with which a
temperance meeting will he held to-morrow
evening in the vestry at which the above
pledge will be presented for signatures.

LADIES’

[Directors.
)

ROBIE,

ALBION LITTLE,

may 2 7

of Fore

large portion of human
misery, including poverty, disease and ruin, is
induced by the use of alcoholic or fermented
liquors, as a beverage, and, whereas, total and

Railroad Notes.
The Toronto Globe’s London letter of the
13th inst. says the rnmor that Mr. Vanderbilt
had visited London for the purpose of outbidding the Grand Trunk for "the possession of the

62

STATE OF MAINE, county of Cumberland, ss.
I, William E. Gould, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM E. GOULD, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th2day
of May, 1882.
HOWARD GOULD, Notary Public.
Correct: Attest,
H. J. LIBBY,
)

fitted.

STIFF

Parasols

from the preamble:
Whereas a very

officers were elected:
President—Mrs. A. M. Sawyer.
Vice President—Mrs. John Williamson.
Chaplain—Mrs. Kimball.
Secretary—Miss Isadora Bacon.
Treasurer—Mrs. Fletcher.
Conductoj—Mrs. Walter H. Rowe.
Guard—Mrs. W. S. Dunn.

Total.$3,301,390

unpaid

FREDERICK

Temperance Association was
officially adopted, the following being extracts

beverage; that

1,204

does not furnish you with proper
If your
Boots ana Shoes, take your long, slim, narrow
feet to 421 Congress Street and have them perfectly

Second Parish

a

Individual Deposits subject to check
723,055
Demand certificates of deposit. 302,896
Cashiei’s checks outstanding.
21,857
Dae to other National Banks.
302,349
Due to State Banks and bankers.
38,696
..

US

62
00
00
36
00
62
22
20
36
32
44

Dividends

.

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Edw. Hickey.

4,000 00

LIABILITIES:
Capital Stock paid in.$800,000
Surplus fund. 300,000
Undivided Profits.
91,432
National Bank Notes outstanding. 720,000

FOOT WEAR.
LIGHT

€6,000 00

Total.$3,301,390

7

fitting

01

38,481 00
28,000 00

Specie.
Legal Tender Notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)...
Due from U. S. Treasurer,other than
6 per cent, redemption fund.

OWEN, MOORE & C

d&wlw

94
00
00
76
72
99
00
00
10
00

..

or

which

at Portland, in the State of Maine,
the Close of Business, Moy 19,1S89.

Loans and Discounts.$2,005,618
U. S. Bonds to secure circulat ion....
800,000
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages..
935
Due from approved reserve agents
100,634
Due from other National Banks....
205,261
Due from State Banks and bankers..
5,697
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
5,000
Current expenses and taxes paid.
654
Exchanges for Clearing House.
25,677
Bills of other Banks.
45,410
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.
220

at 25 cents.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Wholesale Agents, Portland, Mo.
dS,W&w ly
apl

my22

a

able for Hat

*

Dr.

reading all the advertisements of Spring
medicines and blood purifiers, we advise the uso of
AYER’S SARSAPARILLA.
Impurities of th'
blood, though their name be legion, tremble and
fear before it. It is the king of all blood purifiers,
and the best of all medicines for Spring disorders.
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any
other. Price, $1; six bottles for $5.

at

We shall sell the lot of wide
Watered Ribbons, now displayed
in onr window at 25 cents per
yard. These goods are usually
sold for 60 cents.

effect a cure. Dr. Frazier's Magic Ointment was
recommended to him. He tried it and one box efThis is but a sample of
fected a complete cure.
the many testimonials which we have of the marvelous

liHIHHIMIW IHMI lllIWWI IP n

I limi

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF PORTLAND

SATURDAY, MAY 27,

CURED

eases ever discovered.
John Cromer, Esq., Tionesta, Forest Co., Pa.,
suffered for 12 years from a skin disease, which apon bis head.
numerous

I

—OF THE—

SKIN DISEASES.
tyThft first and only positive cure for skin dis

peared

I

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

By Dr. Frazier’s Magic Ointment. Cores, as
if by magic,
Pimples, Black Heads or Grubs
Blotches and Eruptions on the face, leaving ths
skin clear, healthy and beautiful. Also cures Itch,
Salt Rheum, Sore Nipples, Sore Lips, old, obstinate
Ulcers snd Sores, &c.

and used

CO., Portland.
may27, je3,10,24nrm

may27__

win the confidence of oar readers as that of
Dr. Scott’s Electric Brushes in to-day’s issue.
Please read it.

universal

Factor

ceed

and other laborers are in demand

To the Editor of the Press:

until the new croD is harvested. And matters
are made still worse by the strikes in the iron
and lumber trades: whereas, if there was no

are under

|DR. SCOTT’S ELECTRIC HAIR BRUSH.|

The Belfast Journal says carpenters, joiners,

A Greenbacker Who Takes His “Straight.”
Portland, May 26.

take mine

l

ADVERTISEMENTS

HANCOCK COL NTT.

The American says the barn of Asa Carter of
Surry was recently burned, with all its contents.

Biddeford is to have

:
a
O

■<
*

NEW

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
O
<#

«

r-t

55
gojj

A few small vessels are
held at $40 to $45.
taking lumber for foreign ports, and several
are now due at this port which will probably
load for South America.
Spruce shipping unCoastwise shipments are dull, but
changed.
rates remain the same. Oak timber and ship
stock remain as reported two weeks ago, with
Southern pine is
demand fairly maintained.

Slight

Nathans’ Circus.
Speaking of Nathans’ Circus which will exhibit in Portland Monday, the Boston Globe
says: "Nathans & Colvin’s new consolidated
circus and menagerie and Museum pitched its

OQ

0a

◄

scot early this week, and this insures the prospect of a good supply of logs, but the lumber
dealers do not warrant the hope that prices

will be any lower for some time to come.

to

and the coarse was sailed over in the shortest
time recorded in club annals. The Casco took
the prize, winning by ten seconds. The fol-

at

groat demand in the Northwest, and the firm
tone in Canada and Michigau, with the preedexter will officiate and the school children of
hand at the seaports,
■ ent amount of stock in
Districts 3 and 12 will take part; as published
The
the belief in a decline.

Celebration of the Sixteenth Anniversary

Silk Hats $2.75 and

Financial

ted.

VICINITY^"

CITY AND

Owing to the pressure on our columns this
morning the Sunday services have heen omit-

STATE NEWS.

THE CHALLENGE CUP RACE.

DOWN TOWN.

Brief Jottings.

J3t

be aelft

ing of the Stockholders ot said Company,w»
Lxebanfa
the office of thu Company, No1
street, Portland, Maine, on
*}
D. 1882, at three (3) o'clock P. M. to determine
take i»nv »ml whet

a*

whether ihe

corporation

will

with
action for the imposes of making npa^lue and the
.f
imtt.il,
Nova Scotia Steamship Company
of the beats of
contributing by sale or otherwise one
that
for
Co.
ob]e.»,
the International Slcmeblp
and of acquiring stock of the Nora Scotia Steamship Company Limited.
^ UBBy> SecrettrT.
may26d6t
Portland, May 25th A. D. 1832.

Fresh Beef market.

Wit and Wisdom.
A 6mall shark was lately caught off the
iouth coast, and was exhibited at a well-known
watering place in a small tent, outside which
was a placard with the rough sketch of a mains monster, inscribed “Man-eating shark.

Admission, 2d.” Two yokels paid their money
ind stood gazing at the mass of decaying fish.
Crowds came and went, hut still the yokels

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed

Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides..11 @12% Hinds.12
Fores.10 @10% Rattles.10
Rounds.10
Backs.10 @11
Rumps.14%@15% Loins... ....10
Hump

PILLAU.
Warren & Co.

the exhibitor and said, “When will
up
he man begin?” “What man? Begin what?”
[ueried the ancient mariner. “Why, when
rill the man begin to eat the shark!” said one
“No man ain’t going to eat any shark.
okel.
Phey ain't fit to eat,” said the old sailor. “Well,
’m blowedl Then what do you mean by putiug up a notice that you show ‘a man eating
hark?’ Come on, Bill; I thought it was a
minbng.”—Glasgow Evening Times.

@18

MARRIAGE*.

The “Domestic”
12 Elm street.
t.

pleases

everyone that

uses

the church
There is no more need of
>ell nuisauc?.
ihurch bells at this period than there is of
fallow dips.—Elmira Free Press.

Many cities are protesting against

In Bath, May 14, Frank Wardwell and Mies Sarah
F. Small of Richmond.
In Andover, April 23, David P. Richards and Lit_.

X'ln Waterford, Mav of11,
Lizzie J.

Geo. A.

Wilkins and Miss

Norway.

Fiske, both

OlATHN
in Itecring, May 20, Mrs. Sarah W., widow ef tha
lale Knfus Horton, aged 87 years.
[Funeral service Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her lale residence.
in Calais, Mary E. Fenton, formerly of Portland,
aged 24 years.
Ill Bath, &ls 25, William Banks, aged 08 years.
In Bath, May 23, Martha J., wife of James il.
Hodgkins, aged 23 years 11 months.

MAfl.ING DAY* OF STKAMNHIPa.

Absolutely

Those who Have Failed!
To be benefited by other sarsaparillas should
know that our Corbett’s Shakers’ Sarsaparilla
differs from all others in the variety, Quality,

Pure*

alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. ItovAL Baklno Powder Co.
febl8d&wly
New York.

quantity

and

A marvel of purity,
economical
strength and wholesomeness. More sold
in comhe
cannot
and
lhan the ordinary kinds,
petition with the multitude of low test, short weight,

Thin powder never varies.

of its

ingredients—Mary

Wbitch-

sr.

“Doctor, is there any hope for him?” sobbed
who stood at the sick man’s bedThe learned physician contemplated his
patient with a grave expression of countenance, but uttered not a word. Then up spo&e
the brave boy who held his mother’s hand:
“Why don’t you answer, doctor? You know
very well there’s hope for him if you’ll.only go

tho

|

woman

Bide.

away.”

_

Montreal.Quebec.Liverpool... May 27
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..May 27
Saratoga.New York Havana.Mav 27
City of Rome .New Y’ork..Liverpool. ..May 27
Furnessia.NewYork. .Glasgow.May 27

Germanic.New York. .Liverpool ...May 28
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.May 28
Alps... .New York.. Port Priuce..Mny 20
Aiisa.New York..Port Prince .May 30
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool....May 31
Amoriquc.New York..Havre.May 311
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.June 2
Andes.New York..Kingston....June
Alpih.New York..St John,PR. June 23
Nova Scotian.Qnebco.Liverpool.. .June
Brookly n.Quebec.Liverpool... June 3

Niagara.New York..Bavanaj—June
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..June
Toronto.Quebec.Liverpool... June
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...June
Alene

Old Mr. Brown, seventy years old, says he
could not llvo with any degree of comfort if it
He
was not for “Elixir of Life Boot.”
has suffered for the past ten years with Kidney

FOR

FROM

J
10
10
10

.New York..Pt auPrince..Jne 13

Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool

..Jane 17

MINIATURE ALMANAC.May 27.
.4.22 High water, (f M).. 7.16
Sun bow.....7.32 i Moon sets. 1.18

San rifles.

...

Troubles, but now feels like a new man.
Sabbath school teacher.
Lawyer
He was endeavoring to inculcate into his pupils’ minds the necessity of a firm belief in
things spiritual, when one of the class, with
open-eyed astonishment, exclaimed: “Why,
Mr. Brown, I heard you tell a witness in court
the other day that you didn't care what he believed. All you cared about was what he
Brown is

MPCINE

PLASTERS
HAVE REEN

IMITATED,

And their exc ^lent reputation injured by worthless imitatiOES. The
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar soundSee that the word
ing names.

C-A-P-C-IN-E is oorrectly spelled.

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters
Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively cure where other
remedies will not even reliove.
Price 25 cen+s.
Beware of cheap Plasters made
with lead poisons.
SEABURY & JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chemists, Kew York.

V SURE REMEDY AT l.AM’. Price 25cta.
A MEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
my27 S,WStw2w
aug311y

PARKER’S

HAIR BALSAM.
1

is

his elegant dressing
preferred by those

have used it, to any
similar article, on account of its superior
cleanliness and purity.

!who

It contains

materials

only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair
and always
Restores the Youthful Color to Grey or Faded Hair
Parker’s Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent falling of the hair and to remove dandruff and itching. Hisccx & Co., N.Y.
50c.

and |1 sizes,

at

dealers in

drugs and medicines.

PARKER’S

GINGER TONIC
A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.

\

If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or house-

hold duties try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not lake
intoxicatingstimulants,butuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, RheumaIsm, Kidney Complaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves, Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. 11 is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
i. If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
take
r>any aisease or weakness andwill
require a stimulant
!•; Ginger Tonic at once; it
invigorate and build
will
never
intoxicate.
but
first
dose
r*Vou up from the
t^Ithas saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
Tonic ia
£* CAUTION!—Refuse all substitutes. Parker *k Ginger
world, and is entirely
; "'^composed of the best remedial agents in
different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
r Hiscox A
Co., N. Y. 60c. k $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs.
GREAT SAYING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

knew.”—Burlington Hawkeye.
Diapepsia, Constipation,
And all tbe ilia that spring from an inactive
condition of the liver, kidneys, and bowels are
speedily cured by Dr. Corbett’s Shakers’ Sarsa

parilla,

the great Shaker blood

purifier.

The elevation of Mr. Bass, the English brewer, to a baronetcy, recalls Theodore Hook’s
witticism—that people might brew and be
somebody, but if they baked it was all up
with them.—Syracuse Herald.

disappointment.—Wiggin’s Pellets
to cure Dyspepsia,
an inherent power
Constipation, Piles, Sick or Nervous Headache,

No
have

and all diseasesfof the Stomach, Bowels and
Liver. Never surpassed in the history of medi
cine. Sufferers, try them, and ye will suffer

Fifty cents a bottle at druggists.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
Miss Sawyer’s salve, as now prepared, beat8
the world. Twenty-five cents a box. Sent by
no

more.

mail.
Wiggin & Co.,

Proprietors, Rockland,

Mo.

weather prophet has arisen in Lexington, Ky., by the name of Bowen. This is
unquestionably the original goose-Bowen from
diagrams have
v hich all Kentucky weather
heretofore been drawn.—Rome Sentinel.
A

new

Virtue Acknowledged.
Mrs. Ira Mulholland, Albany, N. Y., writes:
“For several years I have suffered from oftrecurring bilious headaches, dyspepsia, and
Since using
complaints peculiar to my sex.
I am entirely
your Burdock Blood Bitters
relieved.” Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.

Qualifying
(after bearing

Sophie

assertion:

sweeping
about Frank)—“I
a

declare I shall

not believe a word a man says to me. They’re
Beatrice—“For shame, Sophie!”
all liars!”
Sophie (regretfully)—“At least, all the nice
'ones are!”—London Punch.
A Portland family directory would have to
be published to give a full list of families using
the Congres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
owing to its purity and excellence.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Rr<

Poet land, May 26.
following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago.-Wheat-. ——Corn-. ■-Oats—
Time. June.
May. June. June. July.
July
69% 48V4 43%
9.36..126% 126%
10.32. .126% 126% 70% 70% 48% 44
43%
69% 4b
11.80.. 126% 126% 70
43%
68% 48
12.30.. 124% 124% 70
68% 46% 43
.1.02..123% 123% 69
Call....124% 123% 69% 67% 46% 42%
August Wheat 9.36 a m 112; 1.02 p m 109%;
call lioys; July Corn 9.36 a m 69% ;1.02 at 68%.

Receipts by Railroads May 26.
Eastern Railroad—626 bbls. flour, 1 car steel, 72
bales cotton.
Maine Central—1 car potatoes, 4 do lumber, 2 do
hoops, 1 do shingles, 1 do sleepers, 2 do shocks, 1
do staves, 1 do hay, 1 do bedslats, 1 do cloth; also
23 cars miscellaneous for Portland, and 67 do for
connecting roads.
Grand Trunk Railway—33 cars lumber, 2 do timber, 4 do wood, 4 do grain, 13 do miscellaneous and
6 do other freight.
Boston and Maine—3 cars flour, 1 do lumber,
10,000 brick, 80 bales cotton, 112 qrs fresh beef;
1 car oats. 206 bbls oil, 74 bbls naphtha.
Portland and Ogdensburg—7 cars lumber, 6 do
shook, 1 do gunpowder, 6 do logs, 3 do paper, 3 do
bark, 1 do pulp, 14 do miscellaneous. Total 40
cars.
_

Dry Gsedi Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Store- Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Gcocs, 144 to 162 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
Fine 7-4.14® 17
Fine 8-4.18®22
Fine 9-4.22®2ii
Fine 10-4....27ttgS2M>

Heavy 36 in. 7Va@ 8%
Med. 36 in. 6%@ 7%
Light 36 in. 6 @ 6
Pine 40 in. 73A@ 9

BLEACHED COTTONS.
Fine 6-4.16
Beet 36in..HV4@13
@20
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Med. 36 in.. 8
@11
8-4.21
Fine
6
7%
@26
@
light36in..
Fine 9-4.25
Fine 42 in..10
@14
@30
Fine 10-4 ..27Vi@32M:
Fine 6-4....11
@17
TICKINGS, JBTC.
Drills. 8@ 9
Tickings,
Corset Jeans.... 7«t’ 8
Best.15 @18
Satteens. 8@ 9%
Medium... 11
@14
Cambrics.
6@ 5%
Light. 8 @10

Denims.12%@16% Silesias.10@2Q

Cotton Flannels. 7dl5
Ducks-Brown 9 @12
Fancy 12Vi@16% Twine & Warps 18@28yfl
Batting—Best.aj.v*i®ab

Good. 8%@1 %

mining Stacks.
(By Telegraph.)
Sa»|Fbancisoo. Mav 26 —The following are tbs
closing ouotations of Mining stocks to-day:
4%
Best & Belcher.
California

Bodie...

Among the medicinal means of arresting disease,
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters stands pre-eminent. It
checks the further progress of all disorders of the
stomach, liver and bowels, revives the vital stamina,
prevents and remedies chills and fever, increases
the activity of the kidneys, counteracts a tendency
to rheumatism, and is a genuine stay and solace to
aged, infirm and nervous persons.
For Sale by all Druggist’s and Dealers generally.
TuTh&Sat&wlml8
may2

5

Eureka. 16%
Gould & Carry. 1%
Hale* Norcrose. IVe
Mexican. 6%
7%
Northern Belle.
Opbir... 2%
3
..
Savage
6%
Sierra Nevada.
9%
Onion Con..
1
Jacket...
Yellow
dance-ter Fisk Market.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING May 26.
Our quotations
and jobbing lots

are

wholesale

command

an

for fare

prices
advance

on our

lots

fig-

ures.

Georges Codfish—We quote $6% © qtl for large,
and $4%@$4% fortmedlum;we quote new Western
Bank at $4% for large, *3% @$3% for medium.
Dry-cured Bank $6% anil $4% © qtl for large and
medium; Shore Cod $6 for large and $4% for medium.
We quote Cusk at $4 and Haddock $3 © qtl; Pollock $2%@$3; English do 3%@$3%; Hake $3 ©

qtl.

prepared fish 4@6%e©Eb for Hake,
Haddock, Pollock and Cusk: 6%@7 for codfish.
Smoked Halibut out of the market. Smoked Salmon
at 18c; Scaled Herring at 17o © box; No 1 at 16c:
tucks 13c. Smoked Ale wives $1 © hundred.
Mackerel—Last sales of new at $7% © bbl out of
pickle with bbl; old stock nominally at *26 © bbl
for choice mess; $22 for extra Is, $19@$20 for Is,
S12 for extra 2s, $10y3 for ordinary 2s, and $9%
for 3s Nova Scotias $14, $10 and *9 © bbl for Is,
2s and 3s.
Herring—We quote Eastern round §2Ys f>bbl.;
plit Ilo $2%; choice Nova Scotia split at $6; Labrador $6.
Fresh Halibut—To-day's sales at 9% and 7%o lb
© for white and gray.
Trout*14©bbl; Swordfish at*6@7; Codfish at
*6, Haddock *6, Halibut Heads $3y3, Halibut
Fins *10 bbl, Fins and Napes $4V3, Tongues 86,
Tongues and Sounds at *12; Alewives $3(a*3%;
Halifax Salmon *22 for No Is; S20.for 2s; California do at $16; Shad $10.
Pure Medicine Oil at 7£c © gal, crude do at 60c;
Blackfish Oil 66c; C-od do 40c; Shore do at 38c;Porgie do 38c.
Porgie scrap,$16 © ton; Fish do $12;Liver do $9;
Fish Skins $16; Livers 30o © bucket.
Boneless and

■ “■’Cures Rheumatism, LumtagoSS
■ Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises, I
■ Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs, Colds,
■ Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,
■ Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and
■Headache, and all pains and aches.

■ The best Internal and external remedy in
■ the world. Every bottle guaranteed.
Price, CO cents and '1.00.
FOSTLlt, MILBUR5 &
I’rop’rs,
*. Y., U. S. A.,
BUFFALC

H

|

\

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,Wholesale Agts.

_TI li&Sly

aug

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBIEITV.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Spermatorrhoea, 1mlatency, involuntary Emissions. Premature old .xgo, caused by over-^
ertiou, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads'
One box will cure
to misery, decay and death
recent ca*es Each bo* contains one month’s treatfor five dolment. One dollar a b >x, or six boxe
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
John C. West & Co., gu vraniee six boxes
With each order received for
<;ure any case.
■ix boxes, aocom anied with five dollars, the prothe
puichaser their written guar
prietors will send

rpretors,

antee
eflect

to return
a cure.

the money if the t reatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H,

HAY A CO., Druggists, only agents
Mo., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
hot16

n

Portland,

dAwly^e

PORT OF PORTLAND.
FRIDAY, May 26.
Arrived.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Barque Pudel. (Ger) Parlow, Pillan, 66 days-rags
to S D Warren & Go. Veseel to Chase, Leavitt & Co
Sch Webster Bernard. Leach, Jacksonville—hard
pine to S H & A B Dolten.
Sch Navarino, Foss, Philadelphia—coal to Kandall
*

Havana Market.

(By Telegraph.)

HAVANA. May 26.—Sugar marset nominal; Molasses Sugar, regular to good polarizatien, 7@7%
reals gold; Mum ovad", common to fair, 7%@7%,
Centrif ugal Sugar, 92 to 90 deg, 9% o !>%.
Exchange firm; on United States 60 days at G%@
6% prem; short 7%@7% prem.

Spanish gold 1.69%@1.7o.

Enrapcan Maraeu.
in leiegrapn,
London. May 26 —Consols 102 3-16 for money

and 102 3-10 for account.

bivkkfooi.,May 26—12.80 P. M.—Cotton market
quieter; Uplands at 6tyfcd; Orleans at 6 13-16d;
sales 10,000 bales; speculation and export 2,000;
futures are in buyers favor.

SaVh <T’w

Philadelphia—coal

Sch
Kay, Smith,
H L Paine & Co.
Sch ilta Vela, Wellt, Perth

to

three-masted sebr in the yard of Messrs
Dunn & Elliett, Thomaston, is nearing completion
and will he off early next month. Capt F W Russell is to command her.
new

Liverpool 26th, ship San Joaquin.

Rcadlleltl. We.t
baton. 12.45 p.

From If « Ilf ax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m., Hi.
John, 8.15 ft', m., 9.00 p. m.; Honlton, 9.00
St. Hiephen. 9.46 a. m.: iSucItsport,
a. in.;
5.30 a. in.. 5. p. m,: Bangor, 7.15 a. m., t7.45
p.m.; I&exter,7.05 a. m.,4.40 p. m.; Ilelfasi,
8.35 a. m., 2.60 p. m., Skowhegan, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.; AVaiervillr, 9.22 a.m. 1.56, tlO.OO
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) .lugama,
0.00 a.m 10.10 a. m., 2.46 p. m., tl0,66 p. m.;
<»ardiner, 8.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m..
|-11.14 p. in Hath. 0.66 a. m., 11.16 a. m.f 4.10
p. m., IBi'homavirk, 7.26 a. ru., 11.48 a. dj.,
4.35 p. m., 112.36 a. m., (night.)
Km-klnud,
8.20 a. in., 1.35 p. in. Lewisiou, 7.20 a.m.,
11.28 a.m., 4.16 p.m. PhillipN, 8.40 a. m.
i'aruiiugioa, 8.20 a. id.: Wiuihrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
The day trains
8.40.
8.35 a. in. Lowiatoa,
from Bang-.r, and all intermediate stations and
at
1.00
and
1.06 p.
roads
connecting

trains from
Waterrille.
liockland and Lewiston at 6.40
Angusta.
train
at 1.60
Pullman
m.
Tb*
Express
Night
p.

Sixteen months since an eruption broke out on my
both feet, which turned out to be Eczema,
and caused me great pain and annoyance. I tried
various remedies with no good results,until I used the
Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally, and
Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally, which entirely cured me, so that my skin is as smooth and
natural as ever.
LEN. M. FRA1LEY, 04 South St., Baltimore

log and

POISONOUS SKIN REMEDIES.

CUTICURA.
Cuticura treatment for the cure of Skin.
Scalp and Blood diseases, consists in the internal
use of Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, and the external mm of Cuticura and Cuticura Soap, the Great skin Cures. Price of Cuticura, small boxes, 60c.: large boxes $1. Cuticura
Resolvent, §1 per bottle. Cuticura Soap, 26c.
Cuticura Shaving Soap 16c. Sold by all drugThe

Depot, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.

a. in.

ivlin i ;a x

MAY 39.

MON I )AY
MONDAY

And

W&S&w2w

mylO

THEIR COMBINED WEIGHT IS OYER 1200 POUNDS.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881.

equine wonders will perform MILITARY DRILL,
A

^ASIORLAO—Sid 13th,

the trial of the

ASSASSIN,

side

of the

Princess

saddle,

1“

DOUBLE TANDEM MEN AGE. ACT.

This char-

ARABIAN

will

TRAINED
STALLIONS.

MISS

Her

Whose

Mary Langdon, Mullen, New York.
NEWPokl-Ar 22d, sch Australia, Thompson.

BamrCiiriSLANlTHAHBOH-Ar

24th, eoh Abm
Richardson, from Bangor for Wilmington, Del;
for
Albany.
Hallowed
Winslow.
Odell,
and James S
Sid 24th. schs Pride of the Sea.
for
Pike, from New York for Saco; Alpha, Virginia
Waldoboro; Bangor, from Ellsworth for Rondout;
York
New
Fred
Salem;
tor
Gray,
York
Star, New
for Southport; Mary D Wilson, do for Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, schs Czar, Davis,
lor
Baltimore for Boston; Lizzie Heyer, Brunswick
for
do; Webster Bernard, Jacksonville B Portland;
HoStar, Port Johnson for Salem; Mary forRogers
Rockland;
oken for Dover; A O Gross, Virginia
Willie
Laura A Jones, Maryland for Waldoboro;
D
So
Wilson,
Mary
for
Rockport;
Luce, Charleston
Amboy tor Calais.
schs
Alnomak,
(from
24th,
EDGARTOWN—Sid
for
New York) for Boston; Ida L Howard, Amboy
MaSalisbury; E A Baker, Greenport for Deer Isle;
of
the
for Boston; Light
ry Lymburner, New York
East, from South Amboy for Saco; Silas McLoon,
from BowNew York for Rockland, Melville, Snow,
for do;
doinhain for New York; Brilliant, Bangor
Port
Volant, New York for Saco; Union,for
Johnson
Nantucket;
L
Bangor
Hattie
Curtis,
for Cbels. a;
BOSTON—Ar 25th. schs Laura E Messer. Gregory,
and Samos, O’Noil, Richmond; Alice Montgomery,
Lavender, Philadelphia; Rival, Otis, New York.sehs
Cld 26tii, brig Edith. Pettigrove, Norfolk;
Nathan Cleaves. Atwood, Jamaica; M E Rockhill,
Anderson, and Ida del Torre, Child. Kennebec; Wm
Mason, Chase, do.
Brims
Ar 26th. schs Lizzie Heyer, Harrington,
Port Royal, SC;
wick, 6a; Helen Montague, Green,
Hoboken.
Velaka. Perkins.
for BaltiCld 28th, schs Maggie E Gray, Crockett,
Kennebec.
more via Kennebec; Veto, Springer,
Port
SALEM-Ar 25th, sch F H Odierne, Crowell,

People take nauseating doses

WHITCHER.

POSITIVE CURE

Impurities of the Blood and other
Fluids, Diseases of the Kidney* Urinary Organs, Liver, Bowels, and Shin,

For all

For Women.—It regulates the female functions,
purifying the fluids of unwholesome humors and
ulceratious, restoring displaced organs by its tonic
influence on the blood, muscles and ligaments, and
curing Constipation, Piles, Sick Headache, Dizzy
Spells, Weakness, Palpitation and Nervousness.

Probably the only medicine known that will dissolve

away Tumors and Cancerous growths.
For Children.—Pure and palatable; it removes
the first symptoms of Hereditary Disease of the
Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Lungs, and clenses the
skin of Pimples, Blotches, Boils, Carbuncles and
Itching and Scaly Humors.
Rheumatism.—It removes the cause of Rheumaticm, Neuralgia, and Gout, and has cured thousands
of cases of Liver and Kidney diseases. Scrofula, Ulcers on the Lungs, White Swellings, Canker Humors,

Rheum, Erysipelas, Dropsy, Gravel, Gail
Stones, and Bright’s Disease.
Salt

Dr. Corbett’s Shakers’ Sarsaparilla is recommended by scores of prominent New England
It has cured many remarkable cases
physicians.
given up to die, and can always be relied upon as a
pure, safe, and economical remedy for Chronic Diseases of either sex, all Impurities of the Blood,
Loss of Flesh, Strength and Appetite, and is pecula domestic medicine, appealing strongly to
mothers who love healthy, happy homes.
The
average cost is about one cent per dose.
Prepared under the supervision of Mary
Whitcher, Shaker Village, N. H., and sold by
all respectable druggists. Be careful to call for Dr.
Corbett’s Shakers’ Saraparilla, and avoid imitations. Price, $1 per bottle; six bottles for $5.
Gen’l AgtB., WEEKS & I'OTTEB, Boston.

iarly

ThS4T&w8mnrm

ap27

“Especially adapted to children:'
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av.,

N.

y,

case

issued'by

son

Manufacturers, Cakteb, ;
Hop Plaster CO.,
Harris Sc Haw ley, General Agents, Boston.
d&wlmo
may20

For terms

apply

to F.

ON

p.

and

From Chicago,
12.30 p. m.

any

cause.
_

P.T. Barnnm, tho groat Showman, says
“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamstors, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Sur-

May 10, ship Wilna, Lombard, fm

Staples, Dick-

B.yant, Stubbs,

geons and Vcterinaries all say, that for casualities to men and animals, nothing is so
efficacious as Centanr Iiiniment.”

LARGE PICNIC

WAGON

As

a

m.

and

Quebec,

after Mouday, April
Train*
18*3, Pn**enger
PORTLAND
LEAVE
H> n RONTON at 8.46 a. m. 1.10
(Express,) and 3.80 p. m., arriving at Boston at
Returning, leave Bos
1 i6, 6.10. and 8.00 p. m.
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
at
12.30,
6.00, and 8.00
arriving at Portland
Portland for Scarborough Bench
n. m.
m.
3.30 and 6.30
8.46
a.
at
and Pine Point,
p.m. (See Note.) For Old Orchard Reach,
and
Kennebunk, at 8.46
Snco, Biddeford
8.46
a. m. 1.10,3.30 and 6.30 p. m. Vuc Well*, at
Bera. m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For North
n ick. Salmon Fall*, Great Fall*, Dover,
Exeter,Haverhill, Lnwrence and Lowell,
at 8 46 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
For
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p.m. at 8.4o
Rohcenter, nnd Farmington, N. H.,
Alton
For
Ray
a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
at 8.46 a. m. ana 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. M.. (via Lawrenoe.) at 8.46
at 3.30 p. m.
a m; (via New Market Jnnotion)
Kennebunk for
Morning Train w ill leave
Portland at 7.26.
trilOTK-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portlaud will not stop at (Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point or Wells, except to take passengers for

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

AND THIRD AND BERKS STb.

Stone Balias
Express Trains. Double Trackrailroad

public

E5<r «nre to buy ticas«ss»tat any
beat office in New England) tio

bound

brook

may6d4w

or

'leant

uoiitw.

country of Udolpho Wolfe’s

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale

unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Mruggisis

|
No* Tork andPhiladelphia

{®"a«"0Ti, S^00

a. m.

Washington Street, Boston.

911

H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Pa*». Agent G. R. R. of N. J.

mh26dtt

Onand efirr

OF TUNE
Monday, DecemberS'li, 1881,

Trains on Boston & Maine road oouneet with ail
steamers runint; between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desort, Maohlas, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connocl with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland A Ogdmsburg trains at Transfer Sta-

Until further notice paeaeuger trains
rnr‘ 88

foUowB:

yCZ-^S—

4EW YORK.

aii

LEAVING PORTLAND
n,.—For .11 nations, through to Burlington, SivrniKou, LTJoulr. nl nnd »gdtn<burg.
3,4,1 p, n«.—For Fabyan'a and Intermediate eta
S.‘J3

n.

fcten.
All trains atop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Hoc-n may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
.tgent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Bupt.

tions.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11 .OO a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
0.00 p. m.—From Burlington and Swanton.
S. HAMILTON, snp’t.
dec5dtl
Portland. Deo. 3, 188

On and

Parlor Car* on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.46 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car Beat* secured in advance nl
Depot Ticket Office.
gjp-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with 8onnd Line Nteamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
eonneots with all Rail Line* for New
train
York and the Mouth and West.
NUNDAY TKA1N8 Leave Portland for
Boston
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 8.00 p. m.

NEW EKCLAKD ACEKCV,

CHANGE

jui*

CHINA,
Zealand

v
an..

*V_

The new »»
splendid steamers sail from New
York oa the 10th, 2f»th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as

helow.

S. S. City of Para, June 20 I S. S. Colon,.. ..May 30
8. 8. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
June 10.

For freight or passage t ate* and the fullest infor
matioB, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT * CO.,
113 State Street, cat. Bread St., Usatsa.
or to W. D. LITTLE A CO.,
81 Exchange 8t.. Portland.
ie38dtf

I

Steamers I
FARE $1.00.

The *avonte Steam ere Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
tar Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H,
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the varion*
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.

J.B.i'0¥LE,JrM General Agent.

dtf

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.

Spring Arrangement.
The Steamer LEWIST
DEERING.
La. V
ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
Friday
every
Portland,
evening, nt 11.15 o’clock, oron the arrival of
Pullman train from Boston, for Bockland, €’*»tine. Deer luie, Sedgwick, So. Weel 11 arbor, Bar Harbor (Mt. Desert), Hillbridge,
Jonesport and Hackianport.
Also leave Portlaud every Tuendoy Eye
ning same time for Hillbridge, touching at Intermediate Landings.
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday Horning, at 4.30 o’clock, and Millbridge
every Honduy and Thursday at 8 A. M.,
touching at intermediate landings, arriving in PortPullman
with
land same evening, connecting
Night Train for Boston. Freight taken for
I Jonesport both tripe.
The Lewiston connects at Rockland with Boston
& Bangor steamers for Bangor.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
iM,-B

'-.iETk

7»CHARLES

Portland. May 1,

1882._dtf

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OEPICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00. according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Sterling and Continental exchange In
Also agent Morris European anu
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
of
the
globe.
parts
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

J. L. FARMER,

Agent,

No. 22 Exchange Street.

dtf

mchld

-A2n>-

P11I1A DELPB1A
Direct Steamship Line.
L*jaY88 each Pert Erery Wednesday aad

Wharfage,

Mo

From Long Wharf Boston. 3 p
From Pine S.r»et Whsif
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m
> Insurance one-half the rat, of
m.

Freight for the West by the Pesrn. R.R., and Soith
by connecting linee, forwarded free of commission.
Iln.nd Trl, SIS
Panase Elgin Doilnr'
Meals and Roo3 inelnded.
For Freight or Passage apply to
*. H. SAMP-ON, Agent,
»0 t..Mir U b«rf. Bmim
dealt

IAM0UTB, 1. S.
_

One

Trip per Week,

rv,,_
a

Hjl

N*

is

On and after FRIDAY. June
the favorite and superior seagoing steamer Now Kruuu-

2d,

wick,

will

leave

Rail Road

Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY at 1.30
Eastern
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal.) for YARMOUTH,
there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, Ffshwick’s
Express Line of Steames, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
and positively none taken after that time.

arriving

o’clock,

Boston.

and Grocers.

Lit SIltLlil,

Sandwich

Islands, New
Australia.

-^sailing vessel.

te"5Siwi„
*W-

Stations lu Philadelphia
Rhiladelphia, Sc Reading: II- XI.
NINTH AND CREEK STREETS,

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

OHr

CALIFORNIA,

l

TATION IN HEW YORK

or other causes,

A

any

For Rates and information apply to
I). ■>. c. VI INK. Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Manx

OF INDIA ST

Denver, San Franciaco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPIUEB Superintendent.
octl7dtl

-BETWEEN-

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

other alcoholic preparation.

from

Water Unes.

Saturday.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Millwnake
Cincinnati, St. Lonia, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,

Bound Brook Route.

general beverage and necessary

vegetable decomposition

10

THE

*nu

Through Rates and Bills Lading given
point in New England to Philadelphia.

SBRING ARRANGEMENT.

m

dTuT&Seow&weowly9

many friends of Die. ffi. B. RFAO,the
Celebrated Clairvoyant, will be pleaded to learn
that be has returned to the City and taken rooms at
No. 4 Chestnut St., where he is preparer! to treat all
kinds of Chronic Diseases. '1 he Doctor has no equal
in Inscribing and locating diseases without asking
any questions.
Office hours, from 9 to 12 a. m. and from 2 to 9

Ha 1

to
and

1. 30

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates

RAILROADS.

w111

p.

Montreal

DEPOT AT FOOT

codim

_

NOTICE.

all

C.,

Lines

there with Clyde Steam
Charleston, S. C., Washing!--

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

SCHNAPPS.

438 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1675.

feb28

Pb.13 adolpiiia.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Schiedam Aromatic

lection of

Healing Remedy.

direct to

m.

D. 111.

sea-

my9TT&S4w

j

as

infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, spavin, and Lameness from

BOSTON

onnection with
OLD COLONY BAII.BOAD.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there conneetiag with the Clyde Steamers, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
la

PASSENGER OFFICES

PALMER.

may 4

Castoria, By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and natural sleep.

An

MEW EMOLAMD

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8,30 a. m.
12.30. 3,16 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30

HI. O.

or

ra.

For Gorham. 4.00 p.m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago,

at the

©. HAYES

Fitchburg,
Ayer June.,
Clinton,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Bpplug at 7.30 a. ra. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and point* North, at
1.05 p. in*
For Rochester, Mpringvale, Allred, Waterboro asnd Saco River.7. JO a. m., 1.05
u. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. nn, 11.24
a. m., end 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
For Gorham, Mnecarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’*,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. ra.,
1.05, 0.30 and (mixed)
For

CHANGEOF TIME.

Stables, Portland.

Street

Plum

and

after MONDAY, OCT. 47th,
1881, trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m„
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.16 p. m.

PALMER KNOX.
will stand for service the present

m.,

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

my20&27

Thin stallion

a.

and

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central K. K., and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trams of Grand Trunk R. K.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins A Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Tieke„ Agent.
dec3dtf
I. Snpt.
GEO. P. WES;’

In Insolvency.

Hop Plasters are sold by all druggists inthe United i
States and Canada, 26 cent8 each or 6 for $1. and j
are guaranteed to be the best in the markets. Avoid !
cheap worthless goods.

m.

the West.

_

^

at 7.30

p. m., arriving at Worcester
7^30 p. m. Returning leave
at 2.16 p.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
6.46 p.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and

***1.05

•0.30 p.

May 20, A. D. 1882.
of William T. Rolfe, Insolvent Debtor.
on the nineteenth day
that
THIS is to give notice,
The most powerfully me' Icated and effective plas ; ofiMav, A. D. 1882, a warrant in insolvency was
all
it
embodies
Plaster:
is
the
;
ter ever invented
Hop
Henry C. Peabody, Judge of ihe Court of
the medicinal and sedative properties of the Hop In
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
the
most
with
combination
highly approved gums the estate'of said William T. Rolfe of Cape Elizaand balsams known to modern pharmacy.
beth, in the said County of Cumberland, adjudged to
he au insol .vnt debtor, on petition of said debtor,
which petition w Hied on the nineteenth day of
May, A. D. 1882, to which date interest on claims is
The Hop Plaster is made porous, thus allowing j to be computed.
inthe
i
of
free evaporation
That the payment of any debts to or by said debmoisture, stimulating
numerable pores of the body to a healthy action and
tor and the transfer and delivery of any property
a
I
Its
whole
to
the
system.
giving tone and vigor
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor to
discovery of a Yankee chemist.
prove their debts, and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency,
to be holden at Probate Court room, in PortThe medicinal virtues of the Hop have been util- | land, on the fifth day of June, A. D. 1882, at ten
in
the
all
concentrated
are
ized for centuries; they
o’clock in the forenoon.
in relieving j
Given under my hand the date first above writHop Plaster, and do more real good medicine
in | ten.
CEO. W. PARKER,
pam than any root, drug or herb liquid
the whole domain of nature.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of lrnolvency for said Countv of Cumberland.
_____

ltisi 'i3)p«rlland

t ■■

The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Aye- June, with Hoenae Tunnel Route for
11 West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
sea York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
tSpringdeld, also with N. If. dc N. E. R.
Ci (“Steamer Maryland Ronto”) for Philadeland the
phia, Baltimore, Washington,
South and with Boston 4k Albany R. R. for

State of Maine.

corrective of water rendered Impure by

The Great

N

nedy,

ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Dec. 5,
'BiaMMMKk g 881, Passenger Trains will leave
WINTER

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland

saltr of over 30 years duration in every

May 19, barque Sarah, Hales,

SPOKEN
Ada A Ken
May 21, N of Jupiter 38 miles, soh
from Pensacola for Providence.

myl9&27

In

not narcotic.
Mothers, Nursc3
and Doctors agreo that for Sour-Stomach,
Flatulency, Diarrhcxa, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitoher’s

!

“pi 29, barque Harriet S Jackson, Baeon, for

LanAt Matanzas May 20, barques John Banyan,
ca.Lcr- C P Dizou, Keeue; Esther, Benjamin; Alice,
of
North
for
Hatteras;
Over and Norena. Chase,
hriu it W Messer, Brewster, do; schs Lizzie Dewey,
A Power, Smith, for
Peters for Philadelphia; Mary
North of Halt ra.<; T B Witherspoon, Sheppard,
and F L Richardson, Belano, do.
Sid fm Cardenas May 19, brig Tally Ho. McKown,
Davis, Davis, do.
Delaware Breakwater, sch Grace
Whitmore, for
In port May 19. barque -m Lloyd,
T Kimball. Sanborn DelaNew York; brig Mary
Alzena,
schs
Adriadne,
Dyer,and
ware Breakwater,
Ci ffin North of Hatteras.
for
schs
Wilder,
23d,
Keystone,
Hillsboro
Cld at
Crowsch
John
S
24th,
Moulton,
Cld at Musquash
New York.
ley, and Ospray, Crowley

and

jury than benefit.

Castoria is

Ada Gray,
Sid fm Montevideo April -Oth, barque
Plummer. Independence.
Adams,
A
ship
Detroit,
pi 30,
Ar at Rio Janeiro

A G

pain

I prescribe it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. n. A. Archer, 62 Tcrtland Av., Brooklyn.

Marseilles May 11th, sch Walter L Plum^Sld’fm
Plummer, Cardenas.

15, seh

for every

A medicine to be popular must be both agreeable
and efficacious, the Hop Plaster is a rare union,
of vegetable agents combined with safety, reliability
and effectiveness. The indiscriminate use of medicines taken internally is far more productive of in-

‘Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.

mer.

""sid fmBaracoa May

_myl8,20,24,27.27&29

_

FOBKIGN POUTS.
for
Sid fm Shangliao Mcb 31, Bhip Sunrise, Clark,

B<At<St Thomas

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R,

computed.

WOLFE’S

Cushing, Mosher, Pbiladel-

New York for Portland. O, reloading.
F
Ar at Trinidad May 16, sch Mabel

Transportation.

Portland and Worcester lino.

FOR SALE.
Call at 583 Congress Street.

22d, schs Rosa Mueller, Sicdo.
Learn, Portland; 24th, J H Kells, Grecnlow,

ArTtSrMicbacls

Master

To

P*ROCKPORT—Ar

B

SANBORN,

dec5__dtf

That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court room in
said Portland, on the fifth day of June, A. D. 1882,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
given under my hand the date first above written.
GEORGE W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Infor
said
County of Cumberland.
solvency

ache, which puts their stomachs out of order, and
then a physician is called to attend to them. This
is all needless, for if the Hop Plaster is used, it is
absorbed into the system in just the way to cure
without bringing on other troubles,

DR. CORBETT’S CELEBRATED
SHARERS9 SARSAPARILLA,

25th, seh Mary Willey, Williams,
Grace

D. W.

in the county of Cumberland, adjudged to be an
Insolvent debtor, on petition of said debtor, which
petition was filed on the seventeenth day of May
A. D. 1882, to which date interest on claims is to be

CO-MANUFACTURER

Hibbard, Port
and Yankee Maid,
Sid 25th, schs lliram, Boyd,

P<Clda25th, sch

THE

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State ot Maine.
May 19, A. D. 1882.
In case of ANDREW II. WINSLOW, Insolvent"
Debtor.
is to give notice that on the seventeenth
day of May, A. D. 1882, a warrant in mso.J
vency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge ot
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
ANDREW H. WINSLOW, of Portland,

CUT THEM OUT.

25th, schs Luoy Wentworth,
^PORTSMOUTH—Sid
Johnson for Dover.

PBANGOR-Ar

street.

Pullman Car Ticket* for Beau and
Berth* sold at Depot Ticket Office.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

THIS

_.

sch

Exchange

40

a

9

—

STEAMSHIP LINE

n. 111.

_

moving Panorama of varied splendor, free to everybody.
ADMISSION AS USUAL.
TWO EXHIBITIONS DAIEIT.
Trains.
excursion
the
m.
Cake
7
Cheap
1
and
at
Doors open
p.
Glittering Pageant is

for

Train* leave Boston.
and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
m At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
m.
At
7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
p.
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Pnrlor Car*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
and trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m.
7.00 p.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
trains
Cars on
leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all paint* West and
South may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office

Told-.Space * orbids.

EAH-IjT AND SEE

SIX FOOTS.

MARY

AND

points.

8.30

At

THE ASHTONS,
Gymnastic exhibitions have proclaimed
them undisputed monarchs over all.

1

a. m.

_

A

__

ern

MIRANDA,

J. WHITTAKER,

Ticket Office at Stockbridge’a Music Store.

WILMINGTON,
BalBlair Port'and; W H Boardman. Richardson,
timore; Ella M Haines, Manson, Georgetown. HemRICHMOND—Ar 24th, Bch Alice Oakes,

ship Bohemia. Trask, Liverpool.
Cld 25th, brig Arcot, Cates, Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, sch Nellie Treat, Dow
Georgetown, SC.
Ar 24th, sch Mary E Morse, Baker, Boston.
Ar 6th. Bch A .1 York, Littlejohn, Bangor.
Cld 25th, schs Georgie, Coffin, for Cardenas; Clara
Leavitt, Lombard, Portland.
schs Lucy
Cld 24th, brig Cascatelle, Perry, Bath;
M Collins, Bartlett. Saco; T A Stuart, Palkingbam,
do.
Cambridge; Kobie L Foster, Hart,Lizzie
^
Lane, West,
NEW YOKK—Ar 2oth, schs
fm
Savanna la Mar; Gen Adelbert Ames, Jameson,
Darien; Martha Nichols. Eaton, Sand River, NS;
Peiro Kelley. Shulee. NS; Chas E Sears, Coombs,
Hillsboro; Terrapin, Wooster, Calais; SallieB.and
GarAmericau Team. Kennebec; Annie Louise, do;
Millland, Lib ‘y. Sand River; Caroline, Hutchins,
bridge; Aagelia. Dyer, Sullivan. Matanzas.
Cld 25th, >rii Leonara, Blood,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 25th, sch S M Tyler, dart.

DOGS

the Wondrous Cyclonic Hurdle Rider.

24th, sch C F Haskell, from

Boston.
Ar 25tb,

Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conwav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Kockport,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p m.
At 1.10 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biodeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
and
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea with
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern and West-

only living Equestrienne Artist who rides
through a hoop of tire on the backs of two horses.

_

sch A W Fisk, White,

p. m.
At S 45

the

only Lady Bareback Rider in the world.
presence is the very impersonation or
Daring and Grace.

Buck,
Thompson, Thomaston.
Ar 21bt, sch Annie P Chase, Poole, Searsport.
SAVANNAH-Sid 24th, sch James A Garfaeld,
Bradburv, New York.
Ar 24th, brig Mary E Dean, Mitchell. New York.
BRUNSWICK, GA- Ar 2Sth, sch May McFarland. McFarland New York.
Cld 21st, sch Lizzie B Willey, for New York.
BEAUPORT, SC—Ar 20th, barque Rome, Pater-

^BALTIMORE—Cldk*24tb,

—

MR. PHILO NATHANS,

ming equestrienne

has
present her

OF

Sole Six Horse Bareback Rider of the Earth, stands
alone the undisputed King of Arenic Artists.

Whirlwind

SC— Ar 18th, schs Hattie McG
^BOCkJvILLE,
Woodbury, Baltimore; 18th, Nellie V Hokes,

McDuffie, Baltimore for West Indies; brig Parnell,
Norfolk for do.
PasBed out 24th, barque Formosa, Pierce, (from

Portland.
3 a. m.
At
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Kennebunk,
Kittery, Portsmouth,
Biddeford,
Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Car will be
at 6.30 a. m.
readv for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
for Boston,
p. m. and is attached to this train
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

FreeMardi Gras Procession!

Mitchell, Elizabetbport.
*^Cld 2*4th, brig Angelia.
NC—Old 23d,, schs G W Jewett,

PHIL.ADEL.PIIIA

feb20d

Trains leave

ro

CRIME AND ITS PUNISHMENT.

Soule,

out 25th, sch CasmFOKra.ESSdM?)NROE—Passed
tor Boston; Eva May,
sia Jameson, from Richmond

-one

Will present the Stirring Drama, entitled

MADAME MARTHA,

COME

ship Storm King, Heed,
Queenstown.
PENSACOLA—Ar 20th, barque Freeda A Willey,
Willey New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 20th, schs Ira B Sturgis.
Bath,
Hodgdor New York; H A DeWitt, Manson,
JACKSCNCV1LLE—Ar 22d,.sch Wyer G Sargent,
Sargent, Bath.
T
SATILLA RIVER—Ar 18th, seh A H Perry, Look

CLYDE’S

JAPAN,

Company

TRAINED

Automatic

of
Museum
Life.

Juke’s

for

*°CHARLESTON—Ar

each other,

over

—

Wot the Half Has Been

2aw&weow

mch22

jump

Dramatic

with correct statues of Garfield, Guiteau, Judge
Cox, Jury and Counsel will be exhibited.

Tlie

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 17th, ship Soltaire, Otis,

steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pa»sage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Boom, JB: meals extra. Goode destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at kk
Ercnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no pasdeefidtf
senger* will be taken by this line.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

PROF- FRYER'S

MISS MINNIE PERRIT,

A Blood Food for

Wluuntli further notice rave Franklin Wharf,
p.*-t!*nd, every MOM:AY tad THrKS'»AY. at 6
k. .vl., and leave Pier 37. East ttivvi, NewUfurk,
every MON DA Y and TUUF.SDA T.ttlP.M
These steamers are fitted ap with Sue eccommo^.
lions (or passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maiue. During tbe entnmer months these

—

17 feet.

over

romp and

Lifelike Tableau of the

ASSASSINATION OF POES iiARFIELD

TVEUCATE Women, Nursing Mothers,
1J Sickly Children, the Aged, Convalescent, Overworked, Careworn, Emaciated,
Nervous and Sleepless.
50 Tines Bore Nourishing than any Malt Liquor, while
free from its ujurlous properties.

ON

Fryer’s Troupe of Trained Ponies.

of the Universe.

HALT, HOPS, QUININE BARK, Et8.

—

will WALK ON STILTS.

the

MEMORANDA
Shin Wilna, Lombard, from Philadelphia for Portland O which out into St Themas Mch 20 leaky,
has repaired and was reloading May 18.
Brig Shasta. Nichole, from Portland for Philadelloss
phia passed Delaware Breakwater 27th, with
5f fore topmast and fore topgallantmaat.

StcHiaers Eleaaor» and Franeoni*

FOR

These

from

San Francisco.
Ar at Queenstown 26th, ship Harvey Mills, Mills,
from Liverpool for New York (to dock for repairs.)

*St'inl-VS«pkIy Llor to New fork.

are

LOUIS SEBASTIAN
Rider
The Diamond Belted Champion Bareback

MALI BITTERS

Drink-

Eastern Jtailroad.

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

aggregate height is

Steamship Company

Connecting

apparent

Plumed Knight of Palestine.

and**

✓VWWW'sAAA/S

...

A DUO OF TOWERING COLOSSALS.
Prince Ke-te-na-la !
Col. Ruth Goshen!
to the Koyal Thron
Heir

and

—

__

WEEK.

my25_dtf

Maine

FROM

Leave

PER

Mon.i., Campobelle, Dlgby, \nnnpolls, Varmoutb,
Windsor, Halifai, .ifouotcu Newcastle. Amherst,
Bathurst, Dalhensie, CharPictou, Shedlae,
lottetown, Fort Fairfield. Oran*' Falls, and other
Brunswick and Canada, InterNew
on
tbe
station*
colonial Windsor, and Annapolis, Western ConnKdwar
Itlaud KaU Hoads,
and
Prlnst
Si.m,
and Stage Bootes
4 p. m. and any into
received
up
Efh'Frelgh'
formation regarding the same may be had at the
Wharf.
Railroad
the
office of
Freight \genl
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes. Tickets,
information
further
apply at
State Koente and
Company’s Office. 40 Exchange St.
and
Manager
T. C. aEiHEY, President,

—

and
Canton for Portland
v•::»
Lewiston, 4.U0 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
tv
Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Singe connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD. 8npt,
dec3 dtf
Portland. Dec., 5tli, 1881.

fc-.V

ARRANGEMENTS.

TRirlT

ON ANB AKTKK MONl>A V, viAYXOih, Nieanat
chi. I.me will
en
Leave Knilroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
at 8 p. in., for
and Friday,
Eastpon and 8t.
John, with connections for Calais. Kobbinston. 8t.
Ari lrt’w*
Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock, Grand

dtf

•a-AJOLiROAD.

tepr^entandefamike

Cuticura Soap.

■VdST

SUMMER
THREE

Rumford Falls & BucMeld

Novelties.

head8underhi*arin

Prof.

any $2 battery
«]C
pfm
C***'1 speedy and certain cure
for Pain and Weakness of the Lungs, Liver, Kidneys and yrinary Organs, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Hysteria, Female Weakness, Nervous Pains and
Weaknesses, Malaria and Fever and Ague. Price
23 cent*. Sold everywhere.

dec2_

of Rare

In
experts to be ABSOLUTELY BONELESS.
This living miracle has been pronounced by medical
ot yarn, put
will tie himself in double knots, roll himself into a ball as you would a skein
have
feats
Your
local
promised to
physicians
and perform many other incredible
his
this LIVING PHYSICAL PHENOMENON.

More continuous and power-

I f

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

THE WONDERFUL INDIA RUBBER MAN!

MYLITTLE GBA1VDOAUGHTEB

action is obQOLLlIVy erful electrical
B&gS]r, rAmAtained from Collins’ Volta
VOLTAJC gggtLLCTTaOiC electric Plastebs than
A
made.

Hemispheric Portfolio

a

Arenic

They

skin:

I

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
r.astport, Me., Calais, M<j» St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
r*
Charlottetown, P. E, 1.

rases.

j heir

rough and greasy

MONDAY
MONDAY
MONDAY

CALVIN’S SUPERB MENAGERIE

The

Has been deaf for two and a half years, caused by
catarrh. Her little head was tilled with corruption,
which destroyed her appetite, made her cough and
She hat* been
have a very unwholesome brea li.
cured of deafnet 8 aid every other symptom of Catarrh. and is now a fine, healthy child, thanks to
Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh.—Testimo-

i'tsrnoon

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
only.
jltuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not ran to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
morning.
Limited TicliftN firm and second class for
John tiud RSallfax on sale al reduced

Portland i§

at

Day, The Date,

The

Every day we have some new skin cure (so called),
which is warranted (?) to cure everything, but which
is found on analysis to be the same old poisons—Fowler’s solution of arsenic for internal use, and solution of corrosive sublimate (bedbug poison) for external use. When tired of such deadly poisons, try
the Cuticura Remedies, which arc of purely vegetable origin.

For

The

m.

ECZEMA.

nial,

a. m.

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND ana BOSTON,

out

gists.

Waterville and North
in.,
Farmington via

Rratinwiek, 7.00

poison

27th, brigs Martha A
Berry, Lee, and Shasta, Nichols, Portland for Phila-

SAVANNAS—Cld 24th, sch Eva D Ferris,

Confederation of

Rev. Dr.—, in detailing his experience with the
Cuticura Remedies, sai l that through Divine Providence one of bis parishioners was cured of a scrofulous sore, which was slowly draining away his life,
by the Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally
The
and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally.
that had fed the disease was complexy driven

water, San Francisco.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater

dlArat Havre May 12th, ship America, Small,

Fredericton, Arooolook County,
Lake, and all stations on M. Ac
Pi.cntnqni. It. K., 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
in Bangor over night); for
remain
and
noon,
m.,
Bangor, Huck.port, Dexter, Belfa.l and
Mkowheguu, 12.45 p.m., 12.65p.m.,tll.l5p.
m. Waterrille, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m„ 12.66
m. Saturdays only,
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p.
AuRn.ta, Hitllowell, Gardiner, Richmond.and Brim.wick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., til.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m„ 5.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockluud, and Ravi Ac
12.56 p.
i.incoln
B.' R.. 7.00 a. m..
oi.:
Aubnni ami I.cwi.iait, 12.45 p.
5,05 p. m Ltiwitioii via llrna.wick 7,00
a. m.( til.15 p. in.;
Furmingtoa, Phillip-,
Kitttgcley I.ukr, llouaidutb. Wiuthrop.t

Rlteu,
looaehend

SCROFULA SORE.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE. |
Sid fm Mobile 25th. ship Geo Hurlbert, Boston.
Ar at Baltimore 26th, ship Bohemia, Trask, from

^IrTt

OO.’S

dta

I will now state that I made a miraculous cure of
The
one of the worst cases of skin disease known.
patient is a man forty yeare old; had suffered fifteen
bis
whole
and
nearly
body
years. His eyes, scalp
had had the atpresented a frightful appearance. 1 Iewho
prescribed
tention of twelve different physicians
the beBt remedies known to the profession, such as
iodide potassium, arsenic, corrosive sublimate, sarsaparilla, etc. Had jiaid §500 for medical treatment
I prevailed upon him to use
with but little relief.
Hie Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally,
Cutioura
Soap externally. He
and the Cuticura and
did so, and was completely cured. The skin on his
other
parts of his body, which
head, face and many
is now as
presented a most loathsome appearance,
soft and smooth as an infant’s, with no scar or trace
of the diseases left behind. He has now been enred
twelve months. Reported by
F. H. BROWN, Esq., Barnwell, S. C.
Reference, Dr. H. Bauii, Cliarlestsn, S. C.

lbs fresh fish.

mThe

stations on E. Ac N. A. Railway,
12.C5.aud 111.15 pm.;NI. Andrew., »t. stle-

and all

Railroad Shows !

Ellis, Block Island, with 41 bbls
mackerel.
Sell James Freeman, Robinson. Marblehead.
Sch L M Warren, Woodbury, Boston.
Sch Glide. Hvtchius, Boston—molasses to W H
Robinson, Jr.
Sch Hiram, Boyd, Salem.
Sch L Snow, Jr, Griffin, Kockport for St George.
Sch Glad Tidings, Bridges, Swan’s Island.
Sch Cosmopolitan, Orr, Gash’s Banks, with 12,000

Launched—At Belfast 20th, by McDonald &
Brown, schr Mary A Hall. 603 tons, owned by the
builders, and others, of Belfast. Boston and New
York, and to be commanded by Capt Augustus McDonald of Belfast. She has been chartered to load
hav for Charleston.
At Bath 24th. by Thomas E Hagan, schr Hattie
Evelyn, 69 tons, built for the fishing business and
owned at Gloucester. Capt J A Campbell is to com-

HEBE

MIRACULOUS CURE.

Amboy-coal to Kero-

Cleared.
Barque Erling, Sanderson, Montevideo—S G Dyer.
Br;g Jennie Phinney. Brown. Cow Bay, to,load for
Cuba-,J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Welcome Home, (Br) Peck. St John, NB—
Sch Fleetwing, Johnson. Calais—N Blake.
Sec E G Willard. Doughty, Rockland, to load for
New York—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch J Farnham, WhitehouBe, Wiscasset, to load
for New York—Ryan & Kelsey.

On and after Monday, Dec. 31b, Pnti.cnger
Train, will run as follows: I.enve Portland
(or Nt. John, Halifax and the Province*,

Stupendous

New Consolidated

Scrofulous, Itching Scaly and Humors of the Skin, Scalp
and Blood Cured.

fe.Sch 'Quivet,

G

in market.

The

h

NEWS.

MARINE

a

MOTTO

NATHANS

toSD

rags

Live ! MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

BE

WILL

to

vent

o U R

@11
@20

_

Let

and

Live

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

ENTERTAINMENTS__

_

Presently they

itood, and waited patiently.

@14%
@10%

Loins...14
Foreign imports.
Bark Fudol—1113 bales

May 23, SE of Hatteras 30 miles, set Wm E Lee,
Portland for New Orleans.
May 24, lat 30 42, Ion 74 18, sch Victor Puig,
Harris, from Baracoa for New York.
from

_

i

8. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dec 2

dtf

H. P. C.

Hersey, Agt.,
Rail Road Wharf.

may 2

3___dtf

ALLAN LINE STEAMSHIPS.

ft QUEBEC
ET8B¥

to

LIVERPOOL

ATCBDAY.
Ocean
Voyage-Only
Shortest
FIVE DAYS fi*om Isanti to Land.
LiverExtra weekly ships from GliA**GOW *
and
pool <$iit*t*n»towu. Ijoudouderry,
direct.
to
BOUTON
,_,
way
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety anaspeeu.
and
4'A 151.\, |10
N

A

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates.

Apply t- E. A. WALDRON,
r. McGOWAN, 422 Congress

4.) Excharge
St., w

SC, T.

*;« »

*07
AtDEN. General A«««»»,
State St., PhiladelBroadway: Boston, Mass., 15
phia, Pa., N. E. oor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

m»y23

,Y“*f

dl7

-

